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INTRODUCTION

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 
And a Heaven in a w i l d  Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 
And Eternity in an hour.1

These few, often quoted lines are easily and pop

ularly recognized as having been written by William Blake. 

Certainly his own age did not know them as being Blake’ s 

work for he was quite neglected and ignored by the read

ers of his day. When he was recognized or discovered by 

the c r it ic s , Blake received a mass of c r it ic a l attention 

that was especially intense and p ro lific  during and a f 

ter the 1920’ a .2 Yet i t  was no more than he deserved a f 

ter so much neglect.3 So, too, the depth of meaning of 

his work and the d ifficu lty  of finding clear expression 

of what he meant have naturally led to controversial and 

different approaches by his c r it ic s . Indeed, Blake was 

many things to many c rit ic s , and quite opposite theories 

about him can be found. Thus, Blake was:

W illiam  Blake, »Auguries of Innocence," The 
Poetry and Prose of William Blake, edited by GeofJrey 
Keynes (Bloomsbury:ike NonesuchPress, 1932), p. 118. 
(A ll quotations from Blake in this paper w i l l  be taken 
from this ed ition .)

fielen  C. White, The Mysticism o f W illiam Blake 
(Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Studies, 1927), p .t l .

Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A study of W il
liam Blake (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1947), 
p. 3.
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. . .  an idiot or madman to some of his con
temporaries, an immoralist to Swinburne, a sym
bolist to Yeats, a mystic to Foster Damon, a 
visionary to Helen C. White, a cabballat to 
Dennis Saurat* a Christian Socialist practic
ing resignation to J. Middleton Murray, a 
proto-surrealist to Herbert Heed, a Marxist 
emancipated from the schematic of Marxism to 
Jacob Bronowski.4

A further d ifficu lty  exists in the critics * use 

of terminology. For instance, confusion necessarily 

arises from the various explanations and interpreta

tions of the mysticism of Blake. Every serious c r it ic  

has dealt with the subject and has interpreted it d i f 

fe ren tly .5 It is true that the modern critics  have 

progressed very much since the early and often errone

ous comments of Yeats6 and E l l i s ,7 but by no means is  

the subject closed fo r even some present critics mis

represent Blake, perhaps not w illfu lly  but through a 

lack of judgment.

Nevertheless, there does exist a great amount 

of written material about William Blake. Some of it

4W . Stypher, '»Poetry of Reason; Review of 
William Blake: The Po litics  of Vision by Mark Schorer," 
Nation. GLXIli (October. 1946 i. 382.

t

%hite, Mysticism of Blake, p. 24.

% illiam  Butler Yeats (ed .). Poems of William 
Blake (New York: Boni, n .d . }.

7Edwin J. E ll is  (e d .),  The Poetical Works of 
William Blake (2 voIs.; London: Chattb & WIndus, 1906).
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is dated» some misleading» and some is completely fa lse .  

It is the purpose of this paper to deal with a certain 

portion of the criticism  concerning Blake and present the 

most controversial problems8 about his work that have in

terested his c r it ic s . I t  is also the purpose of this pa

per to present that c r it ic a l thought which most nearly 

seems to solve the various questions, i’rom the outset, 

then, it  is obvious that this work w ill  present a pic

ture which is correct insofar as those words written 

about Blake are correct and as this writer is able to 

evaluate and select what is pertinent and valuable.

That this aim can be completely fu l f i l le d  is  perhaps a 

vain wish.

This paper w i l l  be limited mainly to the re

ligion  and symbolism of Blake, since most of the prob

lems concerning him have stemmed from the d ifficu ltie s  

in interpreting and understanding his religion and sym

bolism.

There are those who might no doubt argue that it  

is  worthless to study the criticism  written on Blake* 

rather study his works. Indeed, one must not neglect 

his creations; but they, themselves, are of such 5 * *

5 .specially concerning his mysticism. In this
study the problem w i l l  be treated under «The Religion
of Blake.«
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complexity and depth that a reader ordinarily needs as

sistance . Too often the c r it ic a l work he turns to serves 

to confuse him more because of the subjective approach of 

its  author or by its undefined terminology. Indeed, as 

E * M* ^ o ^ te r  insists, we can find our individual con

cept of Blake only by reading him with thoroughness and 

application.9 But fo r  an objective approach to Blake we 

must read hia c r it ic s . I t  is our hope that this paper 

w ill serve as a signpost to guide those in search of com

petent interpreters of Blake. For they do exist and it  

is perhaps obvious that it would be a help to know which 

Critics are largely to be trusted and which are to be 

approached with care and m istrust.

% . M.
CXLVIII (April, Forster, ''Approach to Blake. 

1932), 474. Spectator.



CHAPTER I

THE RELIGION OF BLAKE

The vision of Christ that thou dost see 
la my Vision’ s Greatest Enemy . . .
Thine is the friend of A ll  Mankind,
Mine speaks in parables to the Blind:
Thine loves the same word that mine hates,
Thy Heaven doors are my Hell Gates 
Beth read the Bible day and night,
But thou read’ at black where I read whitet

These few lines from the '’Everlasting Gospel"1 

contain at least one expression of the direction in 

which Blake’s religious outlook took him. Here, he ad

dresses those who belong to established and orthodox re

lig ions. In e ffect, it was the established religion and 

the conventional morality2 of his time that Blake thought 

so harmful to man’s fulfillm ent of a complete and happy 

l i fe  on earth. Blake believed that orthodox religion  

taught a repression of man’ s necessary passions, and it  

was this restraint that helped to drive men away from 

their true happiness. He thus states his case in 

A Vision of the Last Judgment.5

Men are admitted into Heaven not because they 
have curbed and govern’d their Passions or have '

^Keynes, Poetry and Prose. p. 1 3 3 .

2.*hite, Mysticism of Blake, p. 37.

^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 842.
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lo  Passions, but because they have Cultivated 
their Understandings. The Treasures of Heaven 
are not Negatives of Passion, but Realities of 
Intellect, from which a l l  the Passions emanate 
Uncurbed in their Sternal Glory. The Pool shall 
not enter into Heaven let him be ever so Holy. 
Holiness is not the Price of Entrance into 
heaven. Those who are cast out are A ll Those, 
who, having no Passions of their own because 
No In te llect, Have spent their lives in Curb
ing and Governing other People’s by the Various 
Acts of Poverty and Cruelty of a l l  kinds, 'iio,
Wo, Wo to you Hypocrites . . . .

The Modern Church Crucifies Christ with Head 
Downwards.

This is a clear statement of Blake’ s be lie f that 

it  was wrong to suppress the human passions. He consid

ered those connected with religion as hypocrites because 

they, while pretending to help man, rather do him great 

harm by their restrictions. But Blake’ s own view on 

this point is eloquently expressed in his “Garden of 

Love.1,4

I Went to the Garden of Love,
And saw what I never had seen:
A Chapel was built in the midst,
Where I used to play on the green.

And the gates of this Chapel were shut,
And-- “Thou ahalt not" writ over the door;
So I turn’d to the Garden of Love 
That so many sweet flowers bore;

And I saw it was f i l le d  with graves,
And tomb-stones where flowers should be;
And Priests in black gowns were walking their rounds, 
And binding with briars my joys & desires.

Obviously Blake thought that religion should not 4

4Ib id ., p. 74.
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restrict the passions of man. But it is also true that 

Blake never g lorified  sense, alone. He meant man to be 

free but not dedicated, to a l i fe  where his passions are 

governed by lu st. Blake images earthly love in its sick

ness of lust in his "The Sick Rose.'»5 6

0 Hose thou art sick.
The invisible worm,
That f lie s  in the night 
In the howling storm:

Has found out thy bed 
Of crimson joy:
And his dark secret love 
Does thy l i fe  destroy.

The "worm” here refers to the dark thought that 

f l ie s  in the abyss or storm of lust— passion. To ex

plain these few lines fu lly  one must use at least a few 

pages, but it  is at least clear that Blake would disso

ciate lust from the right use of the passions. Again, 

such use of the passions must be free from the restraint 

of re lig ion .

It is obvious then that Blake was no friend to 

established orders of re lig ion . To understand his 

thought at a l l  we must see why he was so basically op

posed to them. Perhaps Blake’ s strongest indictment 

against religion was his be lie f that re ligion , in

5Ib id .. p. 71.
6'Joseph .iicksteed, Blake’s Innocence and Experi

ence; (New York: E. P. Button & Go., l928T,“ p." lb? . “
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establishing outward rules» suppresses and ultimately 

k ills  the imaginative man.7 To understand why this 

would be such a heavy condemnation we must see what part 

imagination played in Blake’ s thought.

Whenever dealing with the term, imagination, it 

is necessary to define its particular use as spec ifi

cally as possible. Unfortunately, it is not possible to 

explain Blake’s conception of imagination in an absolute 

manner, that we must remember is that Blake was a crea

tive artist and thought as one. The everyday world 

which is recognized by most people as having true re

a lity  was to Blake a very in ferior place. In fact, as 

Blake says in a Vision of the hast Judgment,8

Mental Things are alone Real; what is c a l l ’d 
Corporeal, Nobody Knows of its Dwelling Place; 
it is in Fallacy* & its Existence an Imposture.
Where is the Existence Out of Mind or Thought?
Where is it but in the Mind of a Fool?

Also, the mind, fo r  Blake, is not conditioned by 

outer influences; rather* the mind creates and fashions 

the world.9 Thus, existence is relative to perception, 

and since each man sees things differently so there ex

ist many kinds or degrees of reality  depending upon the

7Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 19.

Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 844.

^lark Schorer, William Blake: The Politics of 
Vision (New York: Henry“fioTt and Co., 1946), p. 9.
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individual*s power of perceiving.10 Existence depends 

upon perception, and one whose perception is  heightened 

by imagination is  more a live  than the man who lives with

out i t .  In other words, the corporeal world is not the 

important one. What is important is the imaginative 

world where man sees beyond bare material objects, and 

uses them to express or symbolize the true rea lity , the 

world of the mind. Thus, we can see why Blake would say 

in A Vision of the Last Judgment;11

"Vihat,*» it  w il l  be Question’ d, "When the Sun 
"rises, do you not see a round disc of f ir e  some
what like "a Guinea?" 0 no, no, I see an Innu
merable company of the Heavenly host clying,
’Holy, Holy, Holy is the ’Lord God Almighty.’ I 
question not my Corporeal or Vegetative Eye any 
more than I  would question a Window concerning a 
Sight. I look thro’ it  and not with i t .

And when man looks "thro’ " his corporeal sight 

into the true world o f imagination, the more a live  he 

becomes.12 By seeing through the eye Blake means, of 

course, the perception of sp iritual forms in material 

objects; seeing with the eye is  simple sensation, and 

fo r Blake, quite in ferio r to imagination. The best way 

fo r man to live then is  to put everything he has into

10Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 19.

^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 844.

ls Fxye, Fearful Syngas try , p. 21.
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his actions and rise above mere sensation by imagina- 
13tion. But this ia not a complete description of what 

imagination meant to Blake. In his Marginalia to Berke

ley* a "o.iria, ”* 14 * * Blake states that “Man is A ll Imagina

tion. God is Man & exists in us & we in him." This 

statement becomes clearer i f  we realize that Blake con- 

sidered that man in hia creative acts is God. Thus, 

Blake identifies God with human imagination. This point 

w ill  be developed more fu lly  la te r, but we can now see 

why Blake would condemn religion since he thought it 

suppresses imagination. Any se lf-restra int ia a mis

take and the se lf-den ial that re ligion  preaches becomes 

a means to thus deny the divinity of man, since man must 

be unrestrained in order to use his imagination and come
1 g

to divine l i f e . Blake’s views on restraint are ex

pressed in the Marginalia to Laveter’ s "Aphorisms" 

when he states:

Accident Is the omission of act in se lf & the 
hindering of act in another; This is Vice, but 
a l l  Act is Virtue. To hinder another is not an

15Ib id .

14Keynes, Poetry and Proae, p. 102,

15prye , Pe arf ul Gy tame t r.y. p. 30.

16Ib id . , p, 31.

17K e y n e s , P o e t r y  a n d  P r o s e , p. 932.
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act; it  is the contrary; it is a restraint on ac
tion both in ourselves & in the person hinder’d, 
fo r he who hinders another omits his own duty at 
the same time.

Murder is Hindering Another.

Everything was holy fo r Blake and thus the re -  

straint of a moral order is to deny that which is holy 

and is actually a form of self-m utilation .18 19 It  is fo r  

this reason that Blake could say in the Marriage of 

Heaven and Hell that one should, "Sooner murder an 

infant in its cradle than nurse unacted desires." And 

since the ministers of religions conspire to keep man 

from putting his desires into action, they, therefore, 

keep a man from his true divinity that he achieves by 

the creative activity of imagination and perception.

Blake also had a particular hatred fo r  the Je

hovah of the Hebraic law because he considered Jehovah 

to be bloodthirsty fo r human sacrifice ; and the idea of 

such sacrifice was contrary to that of a true God.20 

Blake refers to Jehovah as "Old ifobodady" and pictures 

him grotesquely in his poem, "Let the Brothels of Paris 

be opened . . . . " 21

18Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 65.

19Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 195.

20?rye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 79.

•^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 101,
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On the other hand, Blake had a high regard fo r

Jesus Christ Because he believed Christ was a man of

imagination «hose main impact on society was as a revo- 
22

lutionary. ' It was Christ as a breaker of established

conventions and an exposer of hypocrisy and the merciful

Christ who was always ready to forgive sine that Blake

could revere and respect, For Jesus, ,!by taking away
2«

the remembrance of a in ,” released imagination and thus

brought more abundant l i f e .

Jesus was the perfect man for Blake because in

Him God and man became one. Jesus, in His role as

prophet, used examples, images, and parables and so
24acted as an imaginative man must a c t ."  Blake sees 

Christ, in His role of healer, as not being the direct 

cause of healing but rather as one who helped people to 

cure themselves.2  ̂ And since Blake considered that man 

was d ivine,20 the true accomplishment of Christ was that 

He showed man how to find this divine element by liv ing

22Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 79.

23Ib id ., p. 83.

24Ib id .

25Ib id . , p. 81.

26Mark Scborer, "Swedenborg and Blake," Modern 
Philo log/, u m i  {November, 1938), 169.
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a l i f e  o f imagination. I t  is man who consequently 

saves himself from "death"* 28 by imagination» fo r i t  is 

only by imagination that man lives at a l l .  The l i fe  of 

imagination is achieved as man escapes from his fe t 

tered l i f e  of se lf-satis faction  and cases into coopera

tion with every form of l i f e 29 * * (through imagination» of 

course). Thus Christ’ s task was quite sim ilar to the 

one that Blake set fo r himself when he wrote of what he 

meant to do for men in "Jerusalem."80

To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the Immortal 
Eyes

Of Man into the Worlds of Thought: unto Eternity;
Ever expanding into the Bosom of God, the Human 

Imagination
0 Savior pour upon me thy Spirit of meekness and 

love I
Annihilate the selfhood in me: be thou a l l  my l i f e l  

Thus, it is in himself that man finds eternity.

It was Christ as a forgiver of sins who appealed 

so strongly to Blake. The importance that Blake attached 

to the necessity of forgiveness is stressed in The Ever* 

lasting Gospel83* where he coianents on the work effected

27

2%ax Plowman, An Introduction to the Study of 
Blake (Hew York: E, P. Button and Co., 1927)* p. 119.

28Since man really  lives at a l l  only by imagina
tion, one can be said to be "dead" when he ignores the 
imagination and lives  in a world o f sense.

29Plowman, Introduction to Blake, p. 121. 
80Keynea, Poetry and Prose, p. 554.
81Ib ld ., p. 131.
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by Christ.

. . . what then did Christ Inculcate? Forgive
ness of Sins, This alone is  the Gospel, & this 
is the Life & Immortality brought to light by 
Jesus.

But Blake believed that Christ was a victim of moral

virtue as He was crucified by the established religions  
32of His time. (Moral virtue here refers to the hypo

c rit ica l or fa lse morality of the m aterialistic Jewish 

religion at the time of Ghrist. )  Blake reserved a spe

c ia l hatred fo r  the religious hypocrite who preaches one

thing and in his private l i fe  acts in an opposite manner.
'̂ 3The following few lines from The Ever lasting Gospel*-' 

illustrate the reverse meaning Blake applies to moral 

virtue:

If Moral Virtue was Christianity,
Christ’ s Pretensions were a l l  Vanity,

The Moral Christian is the Cause 
Of the Unbeliever & his Laws.

In short, Blake wished the restraint of moral

laws to be thrown o ff because they lead man away from

the imaginative l i fe .  But it  must be remarked that he

considered the exercise of freedom of desires to be good
0

insofar as they are raised by the imagination. Thus, a 32 33

32Prye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 396.

33Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 131.
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man who lives only a l i fe  of the senses is quite as

badly o ff as he who does not use his imagination.

There is a restraint on man’ s desires in the respect

that freedom must come from love as inspired by imagi- 
35nation. Man cannot frustrate his desires, but he also

cannot live by a restriction only to the world of sense.
36Thus, in "Eternity," Blake states:

He who binds to himself a joy 
Does the winged l i fe  destroy;
But he who kisses the joy as it f lie s  
Lives in eternity’ s sun rise .

Blake’ s stand in regard to orthodox religion is 

clear, fo r, again and again, we find him attacking the
\

priesthood and outward ceremonies, and even mocking the 

Pope and the Immaculate Conception. Yet, it has been 

said that "at heart, Blake is one of the great Chris

tians” ;* 35 * 37 38 and to put it  even more strongly, "Blake was

a Christian. F irst and la s t , i f  not absolutely a l l  the
39time, Blake was a Christian." At least, it is possible

3^Plowman, Introduction to Blake, p. 147.

35Mona Wilson, The L ife  of William Blake (London: 
Peter Dovier, Limited, lg ss ’jV 'p ...71...

t

3%eynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 99.

37S. Foster Damon, William Blake: His Philosophy 
and Symbols (Hew York: Peter Smith, 1914), p ,2& .

38Ib id . , p. x i.

3% lowm an, In tro d u c t io n  to B la k e , p . 107.
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to concede that Blake assuredly did live as a Christian 

in his everyday life  and in regard to his personal mor

als .40

For though Blake preached the doctrine of the 

freedom of desires, which is a doctrine of free love, 

it is a fact that he never applied his theories to his 

own l i f e .41 The younger Blake chafed under the restric 

tion of the marriage Bond but nevertheless remained 

quite fa ith fu l to his wife a l l  during their married 

l i f e .42 He also expressed the qualification that such 

a state of free love was not possible during his time 

but must wait for a future age. No doubt his main ob

jection to the laws of marriage stemmed from his in sist

ence that bonds were unholy and "that love shall be re - 

garded as essentially holy." Yet the conclusion of

his doctrines in theory concerning love must be cons id-
*

ered as dangerous and heretical. I f  his theories about

love are studied in conjunction with a knowledge of his

essential purity and goodness, it becomes clear that he
44

lived an exemplary l i fe  of work and devotion. But i f

t

4%icksteed, Innocence and Experience, p. 32. 

41Plowraan, Introduction to Blake, p. 152. 

42v;icksteed, Innocence and Experience, p. 31*

43Ibid.

44Schorer, Po litics of Vision, p. 460.
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we take his comments on love as an expression of an ethi

cal system, we must condemn them as being essentially im

practical and incompatible with the best interests of the 

vast majority of mankind.46 47 48 To be sure, Blake wa« not 

the most practical of men. This side of his life  is 

touched upon by Damon who stated that Blake *s "nature 

was somewhat too sublimated, too pure, to grapple d i

rectly with re a lity ,"46 It is a fact that Blake’ s re 

lations with hia fellowmen showed him to be rather aaive 

and trusting.4*̂ But that Blake did fe e l the cruelty of 

the world is evidenced in such a poem as " Inf ant Sor-

My mother groan’d! My father wept.
Into the dangerous world I lept:
Helpless, naked, piping loud;
Like a fiend hid in a cloud.

Struggling in ray father’ s hands,
Striving against ray swadling bands,
Bound and Yieary' I thought best 
To sulk upon my mother’ s breast.

But no study of the religion  of Blake could

claim any completeness unless it made some mention of

46v.icksteed, Innocence and Experience, p. 31.
i

4% lake, p. 105,

47;iona Wilson showed that Blake was quite fond 
of an artist named Fuseli, but that Fuseli said of Blake 
that he was "damned good to steal from." L ife of Blake,
p. 26.

48Keynes, Foetry and Prose, p, 76.
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the mysticism of Blake. This term has caused confusion 

and is a controversial issue or, at least, is a term 

that has various meanings attached to it when applied 

to Blake.49 Since the word has been used and is used 

ao often in application to Blake, some distinctions must 

be made between its several meanings.

S. Foster Damon without qualification ca lls  

Blake a mystic and says that his mysticism was the key 

to everything he wrote or painted, Damon gives this de

scription of a mystic :

The test by vdiieh the Mystic is positively  
recognized is the "ecstasy.” During such mo
ments, he enters a peculiar state of mental i l 
lumination, in which he is exalted above the 
world as we know it , into a superaensuous a&ate, 
where he is violently united with Ultimate Truth. 
This Truth he may ca ll "God," "Beauty," "Law," or 
any other name ; but it is always One and always 
Truth.50

Thus, the intensity of the mystical experience is tre 

mendous; and usually those who experience it try to re

veal to other men what they have seen. Damon states 

that Blake surely had these ecstasies and consequently 

tried to picture fo r men those glimpses of Truth that 

he had seen.51 Another characteristic of the rustic is

AQwFrye, Fearful Symmetry, p, 431.
GA
° uDaraon, B la k e , p . 1 .

51Ib id .
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that he is always convinced that there is another worid 

superior to this material one.

The way of the rayatio is usually divided into 

five states or stages:52 *

(1) the awakening to a sense of divine rea lity ;
(2) the consequent purgation of the Self when it 

realizes its own imperfections;
(3) an enhanced return of the sense of the divine 

order, after the Self has achieved its detach
ment from the world;

(4) the «Dark Night of the Soul," or the cruci
fixion of the Self in the absence of the 
divine; Q

(5) and the complete union with Truth, the attain
ment of that which the third state had per
ceived as a possib ility .

53Damon then goes on to state that Blake went through
\

the five stages and that his works are a record of his 

passing through them. Thus, the f i r s t  three states are 

named by Blake as MInnocence,” Experience," and "Revolu

tion ." The fourth state is oddly enough passed over in 

silence, and the last and f in a l stage 3s a return to 

" Innocence,» with the greater added wisdom of E xperi

ence." It is clear then that a f in a l proof of whether 

one is a mystic or not lies  in his attainment of the 

last stage. It is the end fo r  which the f ir s t  four

52Hare Damon is describing Mysticism as Miss Kve- 
lyn Underhill does in Mysticism: A Study in the Nature
and Development of Han's Spiritual  Consciousness (NevT- 
York: &. Dutton and bo . , 1912) , p. 2ÖÖ.

^Dam on, B la k e , p . 2.
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serve as a necessary preparation and means. That Damon 

was positive of Blake’s reaching the f i f th  stage ia evi

dent in his following analysis and application to Blake’ s 

thought of the characteristics of the Fifth State:

There are three characteristics. The f i r s t  
is a complete adsorption in the interests of the 
In fin ite. Blake devoted the rest of his l i fe  to 
interpreting it by pen and graver. The second 
is the consciousness of strength, or acting with 
Divine authority, with an invulnerable serenity.
This might well serve as an appreciation of Blake 
alone l The third is the expression of that 
strength in some kind of worldly activity. Paul 
established Christianity; Jeanne d ’Arc drove the 
English from Prance ; Catherine of Siena dominated 
Italian politics; St. Teresa reformed her order;
Blake produced a series of books which reveal the 
incessant flow of inspirât ion.54 55 56

\

Damon puts a primary stress upon Blake’ s mysti

cal l i fe  fo r he considered that everything Blake did 

stemmed from this inner impulse; it ms this mysticism 

that was the source of a l l  his doctrines, fo r it was an 

experience that meant more to him than a l l  the established
ec

faiths and doctrines. Damon says that Blake always took 

from his visions some transcendental theory which he re

corded in his work.50 Yet, Blake never lost his grip on 

this world. "The normal l i f e ,  heightened, was his

54Ib id . , p. 8.

55Ib id ., p. 10.
56Ib id ., p. 4
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id e a l,M 57 Thus, we see that Professor Damon was firm ly  

convinced that Blake was a mystic. It is an understate

ment to say that there were and are many who share his 

convictions.

Like Damon, Mona Wilson ca lls  Blake a mystic in 

her Biography of him. She also states that Blake hoped 

to form a school of mystics to carry on his conceptions 

to the world;58 this naturally ended in fa ilu re . Once 

she describes his mysticism as »an overwhelming personal 

experience, giving use to an intense sp iritua l desire to
go

which everything else must he sacrificed.** This is in 

keeping with one of the characteristics of the Fifth  

Stage, namely, **a complete absorption in the interests 

of the In fin ite ."

Though concerned more with an analysis of his 

poems, Margaret Lowery mentions Blake*a sp iritua l growth 

to he in "the character of a re ligious mystic.'*60

Van Binderen, in hia hook on Blake, states, "To 

begin with Blake was a royst i c . ',61 He does not amplify

57Ib id .
^Wilson, L ife  of Blake, p. 62.

59m d .
6Ckargaret Ruth Lowery, Windows of the Morning:

A C ritica l Study of William Blake'♦s' »Poetical Sketches, " 
'Í785* (ITew Haven: Yale University Press, 1940}, p. 205.

^Adrian Van Binderen, Blake, the Mystic Genius 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1949j, p. 17.
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this point except to say that this thought must he up

permost when one is studying Blake, and he believes that 

the mysticism of Blake is not entirely fathomed though 

he has been dead for nearly a century and a quarter.62 

But he makes no attempt to analyze or describe the mys

ticism of Blake; he merely states it as an existing 

fa c t ,63 Elsewhere, Van Sinderen refers to the “pro

phetic mysticism of B lake,"64 the meaning of this is 

not given65 but is seen to re fer to hia later prophetic 

books.

Helen G. White was quite aware of the fact that

62 Ib id .

63It is a matter of speculation how Van Sinderen 
could so unequivocally ca ll Blake a mystic since his 
work was published in 1949, thus three years a fter Hark 
Scherer*s Politics of Vision where serious objections 
are broughi against ca lling  Blake a mystic. Since Van 
Sinderen places Schorer*p work in hia bibliography, one 
might presume he was aware of a certain problem revolv
ing around the term, mystic, as applied to Blake.

^Van Sinderen, Blake, the Mystic Genius, p. 33.

65A qualification should be made as Blake is a 
prophet in a special sense only, Blake*a own words on 
what a prophet is are illuminating:

"Prophets, in the modern sense of the word,, have 
never existed. Jonah was no prophet in the modern sense, 
for his prophecy of Mineveh fa iled . Ivery honest man is 
a Prophet; he utters his opinion both of private and pub
lic  matters. Thus: I f  you go on So, the result is So.
He never says, such a thing w ill  happen let you do what 
you w il l .  A Prophet is a Seer, not an arbitrary Dicta
tor." Marginalia to Wataon*a "Apology," Keynes, Poetry 
and. Prose , p.' 96i. ....... ...."" "' "" ' n"
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moat of Blake’ s critics meant different things when they 

called him a mystic.66 lo o , few critics used any sys

tematic definition when talking about mysticism as a 

whole. In attempting to suggest how the term has been 

used in different senses, she cites Paul Berger’ s d e fi

nition of mysticism: "Mysticism is , in its essence, a 

concentrât ion of a l l  the soul’ s energies upon some su

pernatural object, conceived of and loved as a liv ing  

personality."®7 M. Berger also pointed out that Blake 

could not properly be called a religious mystic, in any 

ordinary sense of the term, because he never renounced 

the world or exercised restraint and mainly because he 

never practiced humility. M. Berger would rather class 

him as a great poet who was compelled to show men how 

to escape from eternal death by opening their eyes to 

the divine l ig h t .68 But. Helen White shows clearly that 

M, Berger did not show the significance of what the d i f - 

ference between religious mysticism and Blake’ s mysti

cism meant.69 In reality  M. Berger lacked a logical

®®White, Mysticism of Blake, p. 24.

67IIere, Helen G. White is quoting from the work 
William Blake; Poet and Mystic by Paul Berger as trans
lated1 Yy" l/anleï" nT cVnner (London, 1914), p. 68.

®®White, Myaticiam of Blake, p. 25.

69I b i d . ,  p . 26
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critica l faculty and too often hia judgment was carried 

away by hia enthusiasm.

Helen Whitt comes to the searching conclusion 

that many critics ca ll Blake a mystic because he so in

sisted and emphasized believing the right thing and had 

such a great fa ith  in vision .70 These factors coupled 

with the realization that Blake tried  to teach hia ideas 

to the world influenced many to conclude that Blake was 

a nestle. Yet Blake did have certain characteristics 

that were like the traditional mystics. They are pointed 

out by Miss White:

. . . Blake’ s opposition to the closed circle  of 
his age was precisely what might be expected of 
any mystic. For the typical mystics would main
tain with Blake that the human reason depends en
tire ly  on what the senses report to her of her en
vironment. Her canons, so fa r  as they grow out of 
individual experience, are limited by the senses, 
and the senses, by definition, can give no report 
of that world of the sp irit that lies  beyond their 
ken. . . . They are *also agreed as to the perils 
of the rationalistic point of view, the danger of 
pride, of smugness, of cut-and-dried intolerance, 
even of cruelty; above a l l ,  of the starving of 
those imaginative and emotional elements that are 
indispensable to any really  human being.71

But this is about as fa r  as the resemblance goes because

Blake is much more unlike the mystics than he is like

them. He differed from them in the following ways:

70Ib id ,. p. 33.

71Ib id ., p. 217.
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(15 A strict ethical discipline was necessary 

fo r the mystics. Blake cultivated his imagination and 

rejects d isc ip line .72

{2} The "union" of the mystics cornea about only 

after they used a l l  the powers of their nature to effect 

the experience. Blake insisted that his visions were 

effortless ,73

(3) The mystics employed a very stric t in te l

lectual discipline in that their concentrât ions were 

highly developed to center on their goal. Blake, on 

the other hand, stressed the free expansion of the a rt 

ist* s imagination,74

(4) The mystics availed themselves of the ex

perience found within tradition. Blake completely re 

jected tradition in any form.7®

Thus, Helen White concludes that Blake is not

a great mystic in any meaningful sense; but he is ,

. . .  a prophet, interesting and suggestive, but 
very imperfect and incomplete. And as a vision
ary7® his real power is not to be sought in the

72 I b i d .— » — »■ t

75Ib id .

74Ib id ., p. 218. 3 2 0 9 4

75Ib id ., p. 230.

7® >he describes Blake’s visionary powers as hav
ing two important aides. F irst, Blake had a tremendous
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works fay which he himself set most store, but in 
the ly rics, of his early manhood and in his pic
to ria l a r t .7'

Though these main points of Professor White's 

are only imperfectly presented here, it is obvious that 

she has demonstrated that Blake was not in the tradition  

of mysticism, as Mark Schorer points out, she "seemed 

eager to separate the mystics from the dubious company 

of B lake."7® He subtly differentiates his own task in 

that he attempts "to separate Blake from the dubious 

company of the m ystics." '17 That Schorer succeeds in 

his aims can be readily shown. In an effective manner 

he explains the philosophical assumptions of to ta l mys

ticism and indicates how the thought and experience of 

Blake differed from these points.

power to find wonder in the common things of l i f e .  The 
second quality is more elusive and is to be found mainly 
in Blake's painting. It is a sort of aura that can 
hardly be understood but can be grasped beat by looking 
at his paintings. The effect ia found in some of hia 
earlier works especially the famous lines from "Auguries 
of Innocence."

To see a World in a grain of sand,
And a Heaven in a wild flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand,
And Eternity in an hour.

Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 118.

77White, Mysticism of Blake, p, 245.

78Mark Schorer, Po litics of Vision, p. 47.

79I b id .
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Thus* Mr* Schorer explains that the basic philo

sophical assumption of total mysticism is that “through 

the suspension of a l l  fam iliar modes of cognition, the 

mystic is able to identify himself completely with the 

object of knowledge.“80 81 * So in the "ecstasy" of the mys

tic the distinction between him as a knowsr and with God 

as the object known is obliterated. To obtain this 

union the mystic is obliged to employ an emptying of 

s e lf ;  but Blake demanded a fulfillm ent of s e lf  fo r his 

knowledge. For in Blake, “the «known* is no more than 

the sum of our capacities fo r knowing, and the more har

monious our capacities, the more whole and complete is 

the known."8  ̂ Blake *s method then is an affirmative 

process of using a l l  the faculties of man to their f u l l 

est capacity; and he aimed at a harmony of a l l  these 

facu lties, did not reject worldly comforts fo r  the world
Qp

was a source of energy fo r  him. Compare his position 

with the following description of the union of the mys

tic with God and an essential difference is clear:

. . . union with God must involve the progressive 
rejection of creaturely lim itations, and that 
alike in the cognitive and volitional aspects of

8QIb id ., p. 88.

813c ho re r , Politics of Vis ion, p. 88.
op

Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 8.
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the soul’s activ ity . Until the soul is wholly 
free from the limitations of fin ite  aims and con
cepts , it cannot fu lly  receive the unlimited Be
ing of God.^

Blake did not suppress desire nor avoid pleasure as the 

rustic does in his approach to God,

The second philosophical characteristic of mya- 

ticism is that it  operates hy a dualism, the dualism be

ing that which underlies most re ligion  and philosophy; 

namely, "the natural order, which is available to reason 

and to sense, and a supernatural order, which is ava il

able to s p ir i t , "83 84 The static from the f i r s t  fee ls in

tensely the separation, but then devotes himself to the 
\
supernatural order. There are places in Blake’s poems

*

where he "seems to assert, with a l l  the fervor of the 

mystics, the reality  of the supernatural order and the 

unreality of the natural." Yet Blake d if fe rs , because 

fo r the mystic there is an ethical counterpart to the 

dualism in the conflict between body and soul; fo r  Blake 

there is no such counterpart. Por "even when he sepa

rates rea lity  into a lower and a higher level, he does 

not permit the separation of the human faculties into
t

corresponding categories." Put more simply, Blake never

83Edward Wat kin, The Philosophy of Mysticism 
(Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe, 1920), p. 183.

84The quotations and main points of this para- 
graph are taken from page 89 of the Politics of Vision.
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had. a struggle between his sp iritua l and sensual im

pulses, partly because he thought man had no body d is

tinct from his sou l.88 Rather the body is a portion of 

the soul. Again in regard to dualism, Blake often does 

not separate the supernatural and natural order but 

makes them even identical, mû " it  is metaphysically 

impossible to maintain a dichotomy in the universe i f  

one is unwilling to maintain it in the individual"!

Blake did not maintain such a dichotomy of the individual 

and thus could not maintain one in the universe and so 

differed from the traditional mystic who did*

The third philosophical quality of mysticism is 

its optimism. The mystic believes that his discoveries 

are best and he struggles with the worst to attain the 

best.

Yet the optimism of the mystic, like a l l  his 
qualities, is of a very special, a quite narrow, 
variety. He assures us that the human sp irit  is 
capable of tremendous suffering in its progress 
toward a tremendous good; but he conducts his ex
periment under laboratory conditions from which 
a l l  the situations that ordinarily baffle  the hu
man sp ir it , abundant enough in a sublunary realm, 
have been removed.455

OK
uWm has no Body distinct from the Soul; fo r  

that c a l l ’d Body is a portion of Soul discern’d by the 
five Senses, the chief inlets of Soul in this age," 
Marriage of Heaven and H e ll. Keynes, Poetry and Prose, 
p* 191«

86'Schorer, Po litics of V ision, p, 91
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The optimism of Blake is achieved, not through 

the pur gat ive process of the mystic, hut through an a f 

firmation of the tota lity  and Integrity o f the elements 

in human nature. "Blake admitted only one authority, the
Off

authority of the whole man." In general then, the mys

tic  believes universal order is possible, by a purgative 

process; Blake believes such an order is possible, but 

by an affirmation of a l l  of man’ s powers, not by purga

tion.

Finally, the last philosophical distinction of

mysticism is in its  "special understanding of dualism

that is its essential condition.*'®® "The rrystic creates

a conflict between the world and himself in order that

he may abolish the world ."89 Thus, the mystic recognizes

the existence of this duality, not for the institution of

a happy balance between the two levels or out of considers-
*

tion or elevation of the lower; but just so he may devote 

himself entirely to the higher. what we have already 

seen of Blake readily indicates how fa r he is away from 

this position. Soho re r succinctly points out Blake’s po

sition.

87Ib id .

®8Ib id . , p* 92.

8 9 Ibid.
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[Blake} doe a not admit* moot of the time a 
radical dualism at a l l ,  but rather contrary con
ditions of energy. E v il la not the opposite of 
good,*10 but misdirected energy; the supernatural 
is not the opposite of the natural, but both mis
understood; body ia not the opposite of soul* but 
as such of soul as a half-closed eye can tee*
There is a dichotomy here, of course, but ao ad
justed that it ia const anti,/ capable of being 
transcended* This process ia the dialectic in 
terms of which Blake conceives l i f e : 90 91 "Without 
Contraries la no progression."9*'

These arguments of Scherer’ s rather heavily prove

his main contention# Perhaps he ia just as convincing

when he phrases d ifferently  that which differentiates

Blake from the traditional mystics* namely* "that his

intuitions do not have a religious but an ethical content,

do not deal with man’s relationship to Bod but with man’s

relationship to hi® to ta l being and to other men*"93 * 95

Thus, Scherer removes Blake from "the dubious

company of the rayoties," and describes Blake’s system

from a new approach*9̂  First of a ll#  Blake had a real

90,hat Blake thought of ev il is explained more
fu lly  on pages 37-40 of this work.

9*fh is theory of Blake’s is explained later as
it underlies much of his thought and work*

^Schorer, ro l it ice, of ¥Is  ion, p* 92,

95m ,  p. 47.

9%ehorer views Blake as being actively inter
ested in the movements of his time. This approach d i f 
fers radically  from that of some early critics  who viewed 
Blake as virtually cut o ff  from hi®, age*
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feeling for the problem of his age and a l l  the antimonies 

of Blake are mainly h isto ric a l.95 Thus, what Blake a t 

tempts to solve in his work is the conflict between cer

tain forces in his age. The conflict is referred to vari

ously as the conflict between "C ivilization and Christian

ity ,"  "the Humanist and Religious views," and "the desire 

fo r man’s improvement here and the desire fo r  his salva

tion in another l i fe  —progress versus grace."* 95 96 H istori

cally  moat critics have attempted to explain how Blake 

worked out his system which they negligently termed mys

t ic a l .97 98 Schorer shows their mistake and applies a term 

of strict meaning to Blake’s system, namely, "the po li

tics of vision ." This means simply that Blake meant to 

reorganize orthodox religion  in terms of the humanitarian 

philosophy of such men as Godwin and Paine. Put in an

other way it  is to "transform the principle of religious  

freedom into its po litica l analogues { ’ the rights of man’ s 

mind* into 'the rights of man’ } . "  what Blake was trying 

to do was resolve a set of contraries. To do this Blake 

set up a mythology that would explain such contraries.
t

95Schorer, Politics of Vision, p. 22.

96Ib id ., p. 24.

97Ib id ., p. 26,

98Ib id ., p. 25
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In b rie f, he tried to solve "the quarrel between politics  

and mysticism*"99

Mr. Sehorer, then, views Blake in a manner quite 

opposed to the way critics  h istorically  have judged Blake. 

Sehorer sees Blake in relation to the leading intellectual 

ideas of his time and finds a close relationship between 

Blake and the philosophy of the Enlightenment. ¿hue 

Blake fought fo r  the rights of the individual and social 

harmony; but it  seems clear that Blake considered such 

outward harmony to be possible only by an inward revolu

tion that would give man inward peace.109 

' But this is somewhat o ff the subject of mysticism

although not inappropriate in discussion of Blake’ s re

lig ion . Yet one more c r it ic ’ s ideas on mystic ism and 

Blake should be given.

Northrop Frye deals b rie fly  with the subject and 

states that Blake was most completely a visionary191 and 

an artist and that his attitude would be rejected by most * 10

" i b i d ., p. 26.

lG0jt Hendry, "Social Philosophy of William  
Blake," L ife and Letters Today. XXXIX (December, 1943), 
156.

10F ry e ’s description of a visionary is perhaps 
helpful at this point: "a visionary creates, or dwells 
in, a higher spiritual world in which the objects of per
ception in this one have become transfigured and charged 
with a new intensity of symbolism," Fearful Symmetry.
P. *6.
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true rayât ics "as vulgar and insens it ive Thus , mys

ticism is properly a certain kind of religious technique, 

"a form of sp iritua l communion with God which is by its 

nature incommunicable to anyone e ls e ."10,3 Mysticism and 

art are foreign to each other according to Frye and 

hardly blend; c learly , the visionary and the artist are 

more properly united. Frye * a following words serve m  

summary to the subject of mysticism and Blake, and add a 

new clarity ;

I f  ray at ic i am means primarily a contemplative 
quietism, mysticism is something abhorrent to 
Blake, a Selfhood-communing in Ulro i f  it 
means primarily a sp iritual illumination express -  

\ ing itse lf in a practical and (in spite of its
psychological subtlety) unspeculative piety, such 
as we find in the militant monasticiam of the 
Counter-Beformation, the word s t i l l  does not f i t  
him. But i f  mysticism means primarily the vision 
of the prodigious and unthinkable metamorphosis 102 * *

102Ibld.

■*-̂ I b id . t p. 7. Mr. Frye expresses an unortho
dox view here, Edward Wat kin expresses a more conven
tional view-point in his insistence that the mystics can 
communicate about their experiences: "It is true that 
the categories of discursive reasoning are inadequate to 
render the knowledge content of mystical experience.
. . . Nevertheless they can render something of the truth 
apprehended by the mystic.'’ The Philosophy of Mysticism, 
p. 11.

iU% lro fo r Blake is the lowest of the three 
levels of imagination. It is that of the "isolated in
dividual reflecting on his memories of perception and 
evolving generalisation and abstract ideas. This world 
is single, fo r  the distinction of subject and object is 
lost and we have only a brooding subject le ft ,"  Ib id ., 
p, 48, This is hell fo r  Blake.
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of the human mind just described,105 then Blake 
is one of the mystics.106

A few general conclusions can he drawn from this 

treatment of the c r it ic a l interprétât ions of the mysti

cism of Blake. F irst, it must now appear obvious that 

Blake is not xn the tradition of true mystics. Most 

properly he is called a visionary, and the visionary is 

distinct from the mystic though there may he superficial 

resemblances. But we can also see that Blake’s intui

tions have an ethical rather than a religious quality. 

Thus, Mr. Schorer can point out that Blake’s thought107 

is similar to revolutionary thought of his time and he 

at least "found a direction rather than a set of fixed

105yrye described it  as "an e ffo rt of vision 
which not only rejects the duality of subject and object 
but attacks the far more d ifficu lt  antithesis of being 
and non-being as w e ll. This effort of vision, so ca lled , 
is to be conceived neither aa a human attempt to reach 
God nor a divine attempt .to reach man, but aa the r e a li 
zation in to ta l experience of the identity of God and 
Man in which both the human creature and the superhuman 
Creator disappear. Blake’ s conception of art as crea
tion designed to destroy ’the’ Creation is the most 
readily comprehensible expression of this e ffo rt . . . ." 
Fearful Symmetry, p. 431.

106Ib id . , p. 432.

107fhe following quotation bears out thia point: 
"Blake was not so much concerned with the visual and 
dramatic character of hia imagery as with its in tellec
tual meaning." McLuhan, "Inside Blake and Hollywood," 
Sewanee Review, LV (October, 1947), 712. Blake was more 
interested in expressing ideas than achieving perfection 
as an artist.
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ideas"* **08 from his association with radicals like 

Priestly , Paine, Price, and Godwin. The system by which 

Blake attempts to express hia doctrines is called by 

Schorer, "the politics of vision."
109Like Schorer, Northrop Frye clearly states 

that Blake is not a traditional mystic, and describes 

Blake*s tremendous effort of vision as the "realization  

in total experience of the identity of God and Man."

Since this vision is not a human attempt to reach God, 

as stated by Frye, we can see that Blakefa vision again 

d iffers from the mystic who posits an external God and 

certainly attempts to reach Him.

Again, we saw that c ritics  tend to ca ll Blake a 

mystic because he has certain resemblances to their in

dividual concepts of mysticism, which concepts have o f

ten been formed through no particular knowledge or analy-
*

sis of mysticism as such. Again, it seems that some110 

make this conclusion merely to follow  the conventional 

approach laid down before them rather than out of any

108dchorer, Po litics of V ision, p. 152.
t

**00It is interesting to note Frye’s opinion of 
Schorer’a Po litics of V ision. Frye states: "But in end
ing as he C ¡chorer.7 does"with a sigh and a shake of the 
head, he has rea lly  put the old charge of madness into 
twentieth euphemisms." Frye, "Blake on T ria l Again," 
Poetry, LXXX (January, 1947), 225,

*■ ̂ ¡¿specially Van Ginderen.
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attempt at analysis or even study of the subject. But 

now to discuss a few points that were touched b rie fly  on 

in the preceding pages and need further araplification in 

a consideration of Blake*s re lig ion .

That Blake thought any restraint ev il has been 

explained, but what Blake thought of as the nature and 

essential reason for ev il has not been discussed. We 

have seen that Blake regarded Jesua so highly because He 

took away "the remembrance of s in ." Blake thought that 

to be plagued by a sense of sin was madness as ho states 

in the liarriage of Heaven and H e ll:111 112 "For everything

that lives is Holy," and thus sin consists in defects of
\

love .113 Forgiveness of sins plays an important part in 

Blake’s thought. It is the condemnation and vengeance 

that is placed on sinners that is really  ev il for punish

ing a man helps to bolster the bonds which society im

poses to throttle the work of the iraagination. It must 

not be forgotten that Blake conceived that bonds or rules 

of hindrance and restraint are sins, and social and po

l i t ic a l  liberty were to proceed only by a release of the 

imagination.113 Thus, we can see why Blake would state

111Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 204,

112Schorer, Po litics of Vision, p. 141.

113Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 68.
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in his Vision of the Last Judgment:

In Hell a l l  is Se lf Righteousness; there is no 
such thing there as Forgiveness of Sin; he who 
does Forgive Sin is Crucified as an Abettor of 
Criminals, & he who performs Works of Mercy in 
Any shape whatever is  punished &, i f  possible, 
destroy’d, not thro1 envy of Hatred or Malice, 
but thro* Se lf Righteousness that thinks it  does 
God service which God is Satan.

Thus, re ligion ’ s work of instituting law is actually  

ev il in the sense that it  is misdirected energy. To 

punish a man because he frees himself by his imagination 

is to have a wrong conception of the nature of man. Man 

misdirects his energy when he tries to find God some

where other than in himself. The following words from 
N 11*1the Vision of the hast Judgment show that Blake was 

not unduly optimistic about the '»inward revolution” that 

must free man, but they do concisely express his opinion 

of moral laws:

While we are in the world of mortality we Must 
Suffer. The Whole Creation Grows to be delivered; 
there w il l  always be as many Hypocrites born as 
Honest Men, & they w i l l  always have superior Power 
in Mortal Things. You cannot have Liberty in the 
World without the Slavery of that half of the Hu
man Race who hate what you c a ll Moral Virtue.

Man can be free only by finding God in himself.
*

This is hindered by those who him; to nan of his inade

quacy in delivering himself and those who paralyze his

114

114Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p
115

843.
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mind by accusing him of s in.116 117 118 The orthodox are cor

rect in preaching the saving power of God; but they are 

wrong to set up an antithesis of divine and human w ills

when rather they should teach a unity of divine and hu
ll?man imagination.

£(,uite important to Blake’s theory of ev il is his

idea of progress through contraries. In the Marriage of
118Heaven and Hell he state©:

Without contraries is no progression. Attrac
tion and Repulsion, Reason, and Energy, Love and 
Hate, are necessary to Human existence.

From these contraries spring what the religious 
ca ll Good 8c S v il. Good is the passive that obeys 
Reason, Evil is the active springing from Energy.

What he means is that in society there is a 

"continuous fight between radical and conservative im

a g i n a t i o n . T h i s  conflict is the kind that leads to 

progress. The conflict centers around a confusion of 

those who think guarding* moral virtue and moral bonds a 

necessity. The progress stems from the unification of

the confusion into error irhich demonstrates the opposite 
120to be true. This ie a l l  a part of God’ s plan as Blake

116Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 66.
117 Ib id .
118Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 191.
119Fry6f Fearful Symmetry, p. 68.
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explains in a Vision of the Last Judgment, "to be in 

Error & to be Cast out is a part of God’ s design." 

Religions ca ll things Good and Evil because of their re

lation to religious standards. It is their lack of v i

sion that leads them to declare that which is passive, 

Good, and that which is active (the passion), E v il. For 

the deader a thing is the more easy it is to make obedi

ent and as a thing is more lively  it becomes unpredict

able. Thus, men find it easier to understand that which 

is most static , such as the sciences, than the active 

power of imagination. So arise the fa lse use of "Good" 

and "Evil." Blake considered that both contraries had 

a proper place in God’ s scheme for without a fight be

tween them no progress could ensue.* 3-22

Thus, we have seen some of the principles that 

underlie the religion of Blake, and it is possible to 

make some general comments about his religion.

F irst, then, it must be obvious that Blake could 

not be classed in any orthodox religion , as such. His

^‘"^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 839.

3-22It is interesting to note the sim ilarity of 
Blake’s thought on the subject and Sir Thomas Browne in 
his Religio Medici, where he says, "They that endeavor 
to abolish vice destroy also virtue; for contraries, 
though they destroy one another, are yet in l i fe  of one 
another." This point was shown by 1*. E. Pierce in 
"Blake and Seventeenth Century Authors," Modern Language 
Notes, XXXIX (March, 1924), 151.
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repeated attacks on established orders of religion

brought him enmity then and understandably does now.

Going a step further, Gchorer separates him from even

the religious poets when he states: "He was, in fact,

not even a religious poet, unless we give to the term

’ re lig ious’ an interprets!ion so lib e ra l that it would
12’’Jbe unacceptable to any genuine theology." Nor was 

Blake, except for one brie f association with the Sweden- 

borgian, a llied  with any sect. His doctrines on free 

dom put him close to some of the revolutionaries. Some 

of Blake’s ideas about religions are vague, and he never 

seemed to clearly draw a line where God begins and man 

ends. Perhaps it would help to give a description of 

Blake’s concept of God as given by Max Plowman.

God is Infinite Man: Man confined to the senses 
is Finite God. Man becomes as God when he appre
hends as God apprehends. He confines himself to 
the limitations of mortality when he lives by reason 
and not by imagination, thus neglecting to use hi& 
God-given means to apprehension of the In fin ite . 24

This qualified identification of God with man

can hardly be a surprise after our preceding discussion

about the leading ideas of Blake’ s b e lie f ,1“'0 nor after * 12

1 -M. Schorer, "Blake as a Religious Poet," 
Sewanee Review, LIV (April, 1946), 241,

124piownan, Introduction to Blake, pp. 61-62.
12®0n such ideas as: Man finds God only in him

se lf, ethics before theology, and the strong emphasis on 
man’s power to help himself.
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such words of hia as in The Everlasting Gospel;

I f  thou humblest thyself, thou humblest me;
Thou also dwell*at in Eternity,
Thou art a Man, God is no more,
Thy own humanity learn to a d o re ,26

Thus, we find some d ifficu lty  in pinning Blake down to 

set and traditional ideas as he selected some ideas from 

tradition, others from his contemporaries, and no doubt 

added certain trans valuations of his own. What we stated 

of some of his ideas shows that Blake’ s preachings neces

sarily  lead to a radical upset of tradition,
»

Yet when we leave the theories of Blake and look 

at his l i fe  we have a much simpler and happier picture
\ 1 P*7of him. Though a fa ilu re  in the eyes of the world,

Blake showed the greatest courage and honesty. He was

kind, just, and honest to the point of being indiscreet.

His marriage seemed almost ideal and no sign at a l l  can

be found of any moral leocneas of the marriage bond in

his l i f e P 28 His wonderful application to his work and

goal, in spite of neglect and scorn, show a devoted

sp ir it . 5*or Blake developed from

. . .  a passionate young painter-poet with an in
clination to "anthropopantheism,“ to a seer who 126 127

126Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 139.

127Wilson, L ife  of Blake, pp. 168-212.
1 pg

Wioksteed, Innocence and experience, p, 30.
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perceived with clarity  and passion the maladies of 
his day, and who with deep intuitive faith , as
serted the power of the purged human sp ir it  to con
quer them. It is doubtful whether Blake ever at
tained the complete sense of oneness and utter free
dom that constitutes perfect sublimation hut in the 
wake of his passionate striv ing he has le ft crea
tions of in fin ite beauty and depth.129

Blake did leave behind him creations of great 

beauty; and no doubt their depth w il l  remain to perplex, 

delight, and challenge a l l  viio read him. 1

12%upxiraation, " in its technical sense means 
the gradual re-direction of the energy generated by man’s 
primitive urges into higher realms of poetry and a rt , 
with religion at its zenith.” K. Casier, "Y/illiam Blake: 
A Study in Religious Sublimation," Catholic World, CLXII 
(March, 1946), 519.



C H A P T E R  II

THE SYMBOLISM OF BLAKE

I must Create a System, or be enslav'd by another Man's.
I w ill  not Reason & Compare: my business is to Create.

These words from "Jerusalem”1 clearly indicate 

that Blake's primary purpose was to be a creative a rtist . 

Here, we are concerned with the System he created. It 

was indeed his own, and indeed free from slavery to any 

other system. But there remain several opinions on the 

d ifficu lty  of explaining the obscurities of his system.

S. Foster Damon believed that Blake knew his ideas could 

not be understood during his time and therefore deliber

ately concealed them by symbolism, and "he probably took
2a savage delight in his own obscurities." Wicksteed, 

also, thought that Blake was indifferent to being under

stood. Y/icksteed's comments on the childlike nature of 

the "Songs of Innocence and Experience" also touch on 

why his writing was obscure.

There are certain other childlike features of 
the "Songs." One of these is Blake's perfect in
difference to being understood. He seems quite 
as happy talking to the angels as a child talking 
to its do lls, without a thought of being overheard.
I do not believe he hid his meaning fo r  fear of

^Keynes, Poetry and Prose., p. 664. 

%>amon, Blake, p. 70.
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shocking his readers. On the contrary I think he 
rather enjoyed shocking them, as moat clever 
children do.3

Thus, Damon would have us believe that Blake consciously 

hid the meaning of his poetry and wicks teed fe lt  that he 

did not care whether he was understood or not.

But a study of Blake’s words on this point show 

d ea r ly  that he desired to he read with understanding.

In A Descriptive Catalogue he states; " .  . . those who 

have been told that my Works are but an unscientific and 

irregular Eccentricity, a Madman’ s Scrawls, I demand of 

them to do me the justice to examine before they decide."'4 5 6 

As a true artist Blake had an intense desire to communi

cate and he hated obscurity. His succinct statement in 

the Marginalia to Reynold’ s "Discourses113 clearly con

demns obscurity in writing} he stated: "Obscurity is  

neither the Source of the Sublime nor of any Thing E lse ." 

Blake believed in his work and wanted it to be read, and 

" i t  was not only recognition he wanted: he had a very 

strong sens® of his personal res ponsibility both to God 

and to society to keep on producing the kind of imaginative 

art he believed i n. Blake’ s works are d ifficu lt  bo

3 icksteed, Innocence and Experience, pp, 21-22.
%eynes, Poetry and Prose, p, 777.
5Ib id , , p. 1007.
6Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 4,
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understand, and need interpretation* tut Blake meant them 

to be understood; he hardly delighted in obscurity.

Damon also fe lt  that Blake wrote exclusively for  

future generations, for "his books were not intended for
7

his unworthy contemporaries.” Damon would have us be

lieve that Blake wrote fo r a specialized cult that was 

to follow him in a future age. It  is d ifficu lt to recon

c ile  that view of Blake with the Blake who wrote in his 

“Letter to Trualee"i

But I am happy to find  a Great Majority of 
Bellow Mortals who can Elucidate my Visions, & 
Particularly they have been Elucidated by Chil
dren, who have taken a greater delight in con- 

x templating My Pictures than I even hoped.8

Could such a poet who delighted in being understood by 

children be writing for only a select group of the fu 

ture?

What Blake demanded is an energy of response on 

the part of his reader. Perhaps he misjudged human na

ture in thinking many readers are ready to put forth 

such energy, but it  was not for the unambitious reader 

that Blake wrote. Earlier in the same "Letter to i‘rus-

lee1' he comments on what kind of audience he expects»
You say that I want9 somebody to Elucidate my 
Ideas. But you ought to know that What is

Damon, Blake, p. 62.
%leynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 1040.
%Iere, "want'' means "need” rather than "desire."
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Grand is necessarily obscure to Weak men.
That which can he made Explicit to the Idiot 
ia not worth n?y care* The wisest of the An
cients consider’d what is not too Explicit 
as the fitte s t  fo r Instruction, because it  
rouses the facu lties to a c t . *-0

Blake wanted his readers to respond strongly to his po

etry. He believed that his subject matter was of the 

highest type possible and a lazy or unixnaginative reader 

could not understand what he wrote. Blake wrote for en

thusiasts of poetry who would take the time and energy 

to understand his meaning and purpose. In " Jerusalem" 

he offers great reward to the reader of imagination:

I give you the end of a golden string,
Only wind it into a b a ll;
It w ill  lead you in at Heaven’ s gate,
Built in Jerusalem’s wall.

It is true that the winding of the string demands an e f 

fo rt , and perhaps the ground one must travel is sometimes 

uneven and shaded by a frequent mist, Nevertheless, the 

way enters a region that is often suffused with beauty-- 

oeauty original and vari-colored.

Blake’s system is a complicated one and is gen

era lly  considered so because Blake used symbolism. A 

general meaning of symbolism is that it  is 'every con

ventional representation of idea by form, of the unseen 10 *

10Keynea, Poetry and Prose, p. 1039.

U Ib id ., p. 630.
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by the v i s i b l e . T h e  symbolist generally aims at re

vealing or suggesting immaterial and ideal states. 

Damon’s words on symbolism are illuminating:

Symbolism is the highest form of that process 
usually performed by the weaker metaphor and the 
s t i l l  weaker sim ile. The simile states a resem
blance, the metaphor states an identity, and the 
symbol assumes the identity without direct state
ment. In the f i r s t  case, love would be likened 
to a rose; in the second case, love would be 
called a rose; and in the third, the Rose would 
appear unexplained.12 13 14

In the hands of a second rate a rt is t , the symbol becomes 

a clumsy device that hinders understanding; in the hands 

of a master it attains a much stronger effect than the 

use of simile and metaphor.

The use of the symbol came easily to Blake fo r, 

as a visionary, he created and dwelt in "a higher sp ir

itual world in which the objects of perception in this 

one have become transfigured and charged with a new in

tensity of symboliam. It is not surprising to note

that he used symbols to convey or interpret this higher 

world in his writings.

But to understand what Blake’ s symbolism meant 

it would be helpful to consider b rie fly  his meaning of

12

12Arthur Symons, The Symbolist Movement in hit 
eratux*e (lew York: E . F. Dutton''and' Co., 1908) i p. 2,

*%>atnon, Blake, p. 65,

14Ib id ., p. 8
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poetry. In hia “Letter to Butts," he obligingly gave 

his definition of poetry: “Allegory addressed to the In

tellectual powers, while it  is altogether hidden from 

the Corporeal Understanding, is ray Definition of the 

Moat Sublime Poetry. The “Corporeal Understanding" 

is that which takes poetry as something to be explained; 

it is "the data of sense perception and the ideas de-
1 h

rived from them." It explains obscurities in poetry
17like those that arise from contemporary allusions.

But the "Intellectual Powers'* work rather d ifferently ; 

"they start with the hypothesis that the poem in front 

of them is an imaginative whole, and work out the impli

cations of that hypothesis."^8 Thus, "the Intellectual 

Powers" view a poem as a whole to be experienced as a 

whole; the "Corporeal Understanding" attempts to explain

the meaning of the poem. One might suspect that Blake
*

would agree wholeheartedly with Archibald MacL«iah words 

on this point in MacLeish’ s "Are Poetica": "A poem should 

not mean/ But be." In other words, a poem should not * 16

^^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 1076.
/

16Prye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 9.

^Thus, the "Corporeal Understanding" would be 
used to understand that T. 3. Eliot is quoting the bar
tenders of London at closing time when ha writes in "The 
Waste Land," "Hurry up please, i t ’ s time."

l®Frye, Fearful symmetry, p. 10.
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need a set of charts and diagrams for its real meaning 

to he known. The '’Corporeal Understanding” might well 

employ sucn devices, hut true poetry must he addressed 

to the ’’Intellectual Powers.” And as Blake says in "On 

Homer’ s Poetry," "Every Poem must necessarily he a per

fect Unity It is the province of the "Intellectual

Powers" to see the poem as that unity and as an Imagina- 

t ive whole.

Blake thought true poetry was allegory, allegory  

that carried its own message and reason for existing. 

Blake violently hated that type of literature that car- 

ries a message and is "merely a set of moral doctrines 

or h istorical facts, ornamented to make them easier for  

simple minds."20 Blake considered the Bible as true 

poetry and insisted that it he read as such. In fact, 

in order to understand what Blake says one must read the 

Bible the way that Blake read i t , f o r  the Bible la the 

source of many of Blake’ s symbols which he fashioned for 

his own uses.

Though Blake disliked the use of fixed symbols
. .. |. - | . Jiimi It. lnr .;1T—-T___ T » rm iii. r - i rm  - r r rw ....... mW—ilUM rn  iifiinrw. in»in ini .i- f -iiirr-i -ir-imrr —~r - i-"inrrr--n —r--rr ------rf rr— . —  —— ---------- i. /

1%.eynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 76?.

20Prye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 115.

^Blake believed that the Bible had to be read 
diacrimlnately, for the priests had often perverted its  
true meaning by distortion and censoring. Ib id ., p. 120.
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some remain fa ir ly  consistent throughout his work. In 

looking at the world perpendicularly, Blake has the caves 

in the earth represent those who are engrossed in materi

alism, "The ocean was the symbol of the ste rile  waters 

of Matter,” and the forests on the shore of the ocean are 

the growths of error. The birds represent the geniuses 

who rise above the earth and can pass from the earth to 

eternity, ’’Higher yet are the stars which . . . Blake 

took to represent the laws of Reason, which move immuta

bly in their meaningless c irc les , and whose light is 

scattered and ineffectual," It  is significant that Blake 

has the moon represent love in her higher position over 

the stars. The sun of which the moon is a reflection is 

the "Eternal Light of Poetry i t s e lf ."  Blake took the 

North for the region of the Sp irit . "The West had two

meanings fo r Blake—that of Liberty . . . and that of the
*

Body. . . . "  The East represents the region of passion, 

and the South, that of reason, Blake also began by using 

such conventional symbols as a lamb for God’s love and a 

rose to represent earthly love.

But it w il l  be helpful to examine how Blake uses 

symbolism, both pictorial and verbal, in one of his short

^%;his paragraph follows closely Lamon’a discus
sion of Blake’ s specific symbols on pp. 67-68 of his 
Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols; the quotations are 
also from those pages of his work.
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Merry Merry Sparrow 
Under leaves so green 
Abappy Blofeom 
Sees you swift as arrow

Pretty Pretty Robin.
Underleaves sogr<
AbappyBiofeohy: ____ _____
■Hears"you sobbing sohwn^^ j 
Pretty Pre^y Rob,Ki *

&c*n i> ‘ *\ * 
>bbd
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poem s. The poem is "The Blossom," and because of the

small size of the reproduction it is perhaps necessary

to repeat its simple lines here.

Merry, Merry SparrowJ 
Under leaves so green 
A happy Blossom 
Sees you swift as arrow 
Seek your cradle narrow 
Near my Bosom,

Pretty, Pretty Robin!
Under leaves so green
A happy Blossom
Hears you sobbing, sobbing,
Pretty, Pretty Robin,
Near m y  Bosom.

The meaning of these lines becomes clear after

xstudying the illu stration  along with the lines. But
24f ir s t  to explain the lines; The merry sparrow, in its  

joy and happiness, symbolizes Innocence; and the sobbing 

Robin symbolizes Experience, rather than g r ie f. Here 

the g i r l  blossoms into experience through consummated 

love (the poem it s e lf  covers the experience of the 

woman). The "leaves so green" in the second line de

scribe the body in its vernal beauty. The third line 

te lls  of the joy that is repeated and unchanged in the 23 24

23

23Keynea, Poetry and Prose, pp. 54-55.

24This explanation of "The Blossom" and its i l 
lustration follows that as given by Wickateed in his 
Innocence and Experience, pp. 125-29. No doubt Blake 
would ’say 'that'' the Corporeal Understanding" is here 
used to explain the poem.



passage from Innocence to Experience in the second 

stanza. Thus» even in her Experience the maid is "a 

happy Blossom."

The birds are the male element as seen by 
the maiden. They represent the whole range 
of the lover's love, from the winged thought 
to the accomplished ac t.25

Lines four and five obviously suggest the body union as 

the "arrow" and the "narrow" cradle are symbols of the 

male and female organs. The word Mjr in the sixth lines 

of both stanzas speaks of the personal element in love’s 

moment.

The illustration  gives the experience of the man. 

In the poem, the lover's love to the woman seemed as a 

vision and a voice from heaven. In the illustration  we 

see the maiden as winged; and thus she is to the man a 

vision and ideal, especially concerning "her motherhood, 

which, in the moment of*the love-act, is s t i l l  only re

alised in thought."26 In the illustration , then, the 

flamelike growth is a p illa r  of vegetable f ire  that sym

bolizes love and passion, wicksteed's words describing

the figures at the crest of the p illa r  are eminently
/

clear in themselves.

25Ib id . , p, 126.

26Ibid.

54
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The figures are seven in number and move in 
clock-wise motion (always significant for Blake 
of the passage through life-experience to beati
tude ).  The f irs t  sp ir it  descends joyously (but 
without wings), the second finds its home "near 
my bosom” in the lap of the future mother, and 
is also unwinged. These are the sparrow and the 
robin from the male point of view, the gallant 
and joyous approach and the broken rapture of 
conquering surrender. But a fter conception and 
birth (in vision as yet, and therefore winged) 
begins once more the round of Innocence and Ex
perience from which l i fe  springs again. This 
is told in scenes. Immediately beyond the 
Mother is a l i t t le  cherub seated firmly on the 
parental stem and poring over a book. The next 
figure stands erect and is summoned upwards by 
one s t i l l  higher, and the last two meet in a 
paradise of love which is to renew the happy 
circle of l i f e . 2"

On one level, in the poem, the passage from In

nocence to Experience fo r the man and maid is depicted 

from the point of view of the woman. On another level, 

in the illustration , Blake gives a cyclical vision, from 

the man’s point of view, of the l i fe  process: pursuit, 

surrender, generation, and again the beginning of the 

cycle with a new pursuit of love. Placing the vision in 

a cyclical motion gives the impression of the never end

ing process of generation. In the drama of the union of 

man and woman there are also two levels of meaning. Ob

viously the union is a bodily one, but Blake presents 

the drama so delicately that the union comes to be an 

ideal and sp iritua l union also. *

27 Ib id . , p. 127
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The poem it s e lf ,  then, can hardly be thoroughly 

understood without studying its illustration  too. Blake 

meant them to be studied in union so that the picture 

would intensify and complement the effect of the words 

of the poem. The reproduction presented here is in 

black and white and not colored as Blake intended it to 

be. It  naturally makes a more vivid impression when 

seen in color as Blake painted it .  the p illa r  is f  lame - 

colored of bright hues against a dark blue background, 

and there is a narrow str ip  of green at the bottom of 

the p illa r , in keeping with the earthy symbolism of the 

\ p illa r . The figures are flesh-colored with the dress of 

the mother colored green, again to indicate her fe r t i lity  

here on earth. The illustration  is one of those that 

Blake engraved on copper plates and then colored by hand 

when it was printed.

Thus, we have seen Blake’ s use of the symbol in 

an individual poem, "The Blossom" was written early in 

his career, and the meaning of the symbols can be fa ir ly  

readily fixed. As Blake developed in strength of mind, 

so did his symbolism become more involved and complex.

Underlying Blake’s system of symbolism is the 

doctrine of correspondence. (Ho doubt Blake was largely 

following Swedenborg in this doctrine.) The doctrine 28

28Schorer, Politics of Vision, p. 108.
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of correspondence is that this natural world corresponds

to the spiritual world. Blake comments on this point in

Vision of the hast Judgment.

This world of Iraaginat ion is In fin ite &
Eternal. . * . There exist in that Eternal 
World the Permanent Realities of Every Thing 
which we see reflected in this Vegetable 
Glass of Kature,29

The world of nature is , fo r Blake» a reflection of the 

eternal world of the imagination, and it  is fo r  man to 

cultivate his imagination in order to see this eternal 

world better.

The system of correspondence appealed so readily

xto Blake because " it  allowed him to include within single

images the individual, society, and the universe, one
30lapsing into the other without fixed boundaries.” Thus,

Blake*s more intricate symbolic poetry usually has those

three levels of meaning. On one level, Blake gives us
»

an image of an individual, but the picture is also sym

bolic of s ome e lement in society, and lastly  reflects a 

universal meaning.

Like Swedenborg, Blake made the concept of the

macrocosm and microcosm the central aspect of hia doe-
31trine of correspondence. Thus Mark Schorer explains * 31

2%eynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 830.
°^3chorer, Política of Vision, p. 108,
31Ibid.
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the theory behind the concept of the macrocosm and mi

crocosm:

A ll things in nature are thus intimately and or
ganically related by a v it& liatic  sympathy; in
deed a l l  the multitudinous forms of nature con
tain within themselves the representation of the 
whole of nature. A systematic analogy and ba l
ance exists between the sensible and the super
sensible spheres, the external forms of things 
half revealing, half concealing, the spiritual 
forces that sustain them.02

And since Blake considered that in some way man was God, 

we can see that the “analogy and balance” between the 

natural and supernatural spheres become closer fo r Blake. 

Schorer's summary of the anthropocentric nature of 

'B lake’s thought is a repetition of what we have already 

seen in "The Religion of Blake," but it indicates how 

the macro-raicrociam figure would appeal to Blake,

Blake was the most thorough of anthropocen- 
t r is t s : heaven and hell and " a l l  deities” are 
within man; heaven consists of his capacities 
fu lf i l le d ,  he ll of his capacities denied, and 
God, created in man’s image, is the sum of a l l
his potentialities»33

Man is the center of Blake’ s world then, and consequently 

the qualities of natural man would correspond more closely

to the world of the sp iritua l man. And as man exists in
/

the natural world and yet is intimately connected with 32

32Ib id ., p. 53.

3 3 x b i d . , p. 108
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the spiritual world the two planes draw closer together 

and become more capable of comparison and analogy.

Blake’s most famous statement of the macro-mi

crocosm is to be found in "Auguries of Innocence":

To see a World in a Grain of Band 
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold In fin ity in the palm of your hand 
And Eternity in an h o u r .34

No doubt Blake meant these words to be understood l i t 

era lly  by those who use their imagination, for he said: 

"There exist in that Eternal World the Permanent Reali

ties of Every Thing which we see reflected in the Vege

table Glass of Nature." And i f  his imagination is 

strong enough, it is possible fo r man "To see a World 

in a Grain of Sand, M

In the last few lines of "Auguries of Innocence"

can be found one of Blake’s most widely used symbols,

that of night, Blake ends the poem:

Some are born to sweet delight.
Some are born to Endless Night.
We are led to Believe a Lie 
When we see not Thro* the Eye
Which was Born in a Night to perish in a Night 
When the Sand Slept in Beams of Light,
God Appears & God is Light
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night.
But does a Human Form Display 
To those who Dwell in Realms of day.

The meaning of these lines cannot be grasped unless we

34'Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p, 118*
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see -what symbolic meaning Blake attached here to Bight.

I f  we simply thought that Night was a t ime when the sun 

went down, a great deal of Blake’ s meaning would escape 

ua. First of a l l ,  the Night referred to is some unde

sirable time or state. For Blake, the "Endless Night" 

is the unimaginative world where men see with their eye 

and not "Thro1 the ly e ."  Night would be properly asso

ciated with such a world then because night is naturally 

a time when man’s sight is hindered by the gloom and 

shadows. At night, man has a distorted and false view 

of things; too, "those poor Souls who dwell in Night" do 

not have a true vision of God, fo r they see with the eye. 

They conceive of a God external to themselves (here sym

bolized by the ligh t) in whom they nave been taught to 

believe by other "dwellers in Night"; they fa i l  to see

the divinity within themselves. Those who "dwell in
*

Realms of day" see properly the seat of the Godhead, man; 

to them God "does a Human Form Display," Also, we must 

realize that night is a time associated with sleep, and 

thud properly those who live without imagination and 3ee 

with the eye are actually asleep and exist in a dull 

world of sense perception that is contrasted sharply with 

the imaginative perception of those who dwell in "Realms 

of day." When we understand such a symbolic meaning of 

Night, a line such as, "Some are born to Endless Night,"
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becomes clear; and the image presented pictures strongly 

and effectively  the world of those who live without im

agination.

But Blake does not always use night in just such 

a meaning. He also chose night to symbolize the gloom 

and depression that follow the passing from innocence to 

experience. Night can also symbolize a period of d is i l 

lusionment, or the sleep of sex, that is , that type of

sex which remains on a purely animalistic level not e le -
35vated by the imagination.

Yet in the last two stanzas of "William Bond,"

Blake uses night in another symbolic sense.

I thought Love liv 'd  in the hot sun shine,
But 0, he lives in the moony ligh tl 
I thought to find Love in the heat of day,
But sweet Love is the Comforter of Night.
Seek Love in the Pity of others* Woe,
In the gentle re lie f of another’s care,
In the darkness of night & the winter's snow,
In the naked & outcast, Seek Love there!156

Night is here connected with love, This is fa ir ly  evi

dent from Blake's use of "moony ligh t ."  As we have seen, 

the moon is a symbol often associated with love, and here

the association of Night with "moony light" readily in-
/

dicates that Night is used here in a favorable meaning, * 3

3%ickateed, Innocence and Experience, p. 37.

3%eynea, Poetry and Prose, pp. 122-23.
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an obviously more favorable one than we have already seen
»

in the “Auguries of Innocence.”

In fact, the meaning of moat of Blake’ s symbols

do change from time to time, for he hated the idea of a 
37fixed symbol. He did not wish his works to be opened

by a master key, fo r he thought that they should not be 

reasoned over but fe lt .  So too, Blake’ s symbols natu

ra lly  changed as his thought and ideas progressed. The 

way he used the word, devil, in several works well i l lu s 

trates this point. In the "Poetical Sketches," printed 

in 1783, Blake was at an early stage of his development 

and used the devil in its conventional and ordinary mean

ing.38 But in his poem, " I  Heard an Angel Singing,” 

written about 1793, the devil appears in a s lightly  

changed form;

I heard an Angel singing 
When the day* was springing,
"Mercy, Pity, Peace 
"Is the world’ s re lease .”*
Thus he sung a l l  day 
Over the new mown hay,
T i l l  the sun went down 
And haycocks looked brown.

I heard a Devil curse '
Over the heath & the furze,
"Mercy could be no more,
" I f  there was nobody poor, 37

37Damon, Blake, p, 68.

38I b i d .
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"And pity no more could be,
" I f  a l l  were as happy as we,'*
At his curse the sun went down,
And the heavens gave a frown.

Down pour’d the heavy rain 
Over the new reap’d grain,
And Miseries’ increase 
Is Mercy, Pity, Peace,39

Here the Devil appears to give a defense of ev il. His 

appearance and the subsequent going down of the sun in

dicate that he is here contracted to the Angel that ap

peared during the day. The Devil insists that "Mercy, 

Pity, Peace" could not exist without the corresponding 

existence of such evils as poor and unhappy people.

Thus, the Devil appears in a somewhat unfavorable light; 

but he also appears as being necessary to the world for; 

"Miseries’ increase/ Is Mercy, Pity, Peace."

But in the Marriage of Heaven and H e ll,40 41 Blake 

has developed his ideas on e v il more fu lly  and the Devil 

appears in another guise. Here, the Devils are those to

be believed and followed, while the Angels are the ortho-
41dox who are naturally to be avoided. We must remember 

that the Marriage of Heaven and Hell is fundamentally a 

prose satire in which Blake reverses the usual terminology

3%eynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 86.

40Ib id . , pp. 190-204.

41Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 1S9.
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and values and condemns the idea of a hell of punishment 

and the conventional view of heaven. Thus, he ironically  

calls those who® he condemns as stupidly orthodox, Angela, 

and those who have true wisdom, he c a lls , Devils. But in 

addition to the "hell" that Blake uses in an ironic 

sense there is also real he ll in the mind when society 

imposes and enforces a moral code.42 Thus, Blake p ic

tures a Devil as presenting the truth t o an Angel:

Once I saw a Devil in a flame of f i r e ,  who 
arose before an Angel that sat on a cloud, 
and the Devil utter’d these words:

''The worship of God is; Honouring his 
"g ifts  in other men, each according to his 
"genius, and loving the greatest men beat:
"those who envy or caiumniatc great raen„.
"hate God; for there is no other God."4^

Obviously, these words of the Devil are Blake’s own, for, 

as has been shown, Blake thought man was God. The plac

ing of the Angel "on a cloud” is also an indication that 

we should treat him with distrust. When Blake places a 

figure on a cloud instead of in it , he usually means that 

the figure lacks true vision in some way.44 The Devils 

at other times seem simply to represent the geniuses, fo r  

Blake puts Milton in the category of Devils.

42Ib id . , pp. 198-201.

4%eynes, Poetry and Prose, p* 202.

44Wicksteed, Innocence and Experience, p. 78.
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The reason Milton wrote in fetters when he 
wrote of Angels & God, and at liberty when 
of Devils & Hell, is because he was a true 
Poet and of the Devil's party without know
ing i t .45

Finally, the Angel is convinced by the Devil of

the fa ls ity  of his position and becomes a Devil.

This Angel* who is now become a Devil, is 
my particular friend; we often read the 
Bible together in its infernal or d iabo li
cal sense, which the world sha ll have if  
they behave w e ll.46

Reading the Bible in its ''d iabolical sense" means to 

read it as a work of art, a poem, rather than as a guide 

to morals. A Devil would read the Bible in this correct 

\ manner, since, like Milton, the Devil is a person of im

agination, Thus, in the Marriage of Heaven and H ell* 

Blake uses Devils to represent geniuses, who are the 

highest type of men. The Devils possess true knowledge 

and vision. Of course, Blake also is being ironic when 

he so uses Devils to represent men of Imagination and 

Angels to stand fo r  the orthodox who are necessarily to 

be condemned. Nevertheless, we can see how different 

meanings were applied to Devils as Blake progressed in 

age and ideas. Early in his career, Blake used the word, 

Devil, in its ordinary sense. Later, in the Marriage of

45Keynes, Poetry and Prose* p. 192.

4 6 I b i d . , p. 202.
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Heaven and H e ll, it has a meaning quite out of the ordi

nary that mu at he learned i f  one is to understand the 

wo rk.

Blake’s most complex works are the prophetic 

works of his later l i f e .  Their symbolism is so complex 

that they are often glossed over as Being imp os si hi o to 

understand. But since Blake hoped that he would be re

membered by posterity because of them it  is hardly fa ir
47

to ignore them in an estimate of Blake’ s work. Hatu- 

r a l ly , his most completed symbols are also found in these

wo rks.

One of Blake’s most important symbols is that of

the Spectre. He ca lls  abstract ideas, spectres (always

referring to spectres in the p lu ra l); and Spectre with a

capital letter is the Selfhood. For Blake, the Selfhood

is a state of animal self-absorption that exists without

imagination. The Selfhood is a state where man is bound

up in himself and concerned only with himself. Thus,

when man is in this state his

» . . ego ie fre t fu l, irascible, cruel, bothered 
by t r i f le s ,  jealous and inordinately vain. Its 
only freedom is in domineering over or hindering 
others; its only happiness is in solitary posses
sion; and in everything it does it seeks, like 
Cleopatra, fo r a painless form of suicide,47 48

47Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 5.
48I b i d . , p. 73
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This state produces an imaginative idleness and the only

way this can he cured is by vision.

The term that Blake uses to correspond with

Selfhood is Emanation which is

. . .  the total form of a l l  the things a nan loves 
and creates. In the fa llen  states the Emanation 
is conceived as outside, and hence it  becomes the 
source o f a continuously tantalizing and elusive 
torment. In imaginative states it  is united with 
and emanates from the man, hence its name.^9

The Spectre, then, is an essentially non-imagi-

native state where the mind is turned in upon it s e lf

rather than on others. Perhaps Blake’s f i r s t  use of

this symbol is  to be found in his poem, ”My Spectre

around me . .

Ky Spectre around me night & day 
Like a Wild beast guards my way.
My Emanation fa r  within 
Weeps incessantly for my Sin.

A JSithomleas & boundless deep,
There we wander, there we weep;
On the hungry craving wind r 
My Spectre follows thee behind.00

This strong image of the Spectre likened to a w ild beast

well pictures the l i fe  that exists on an aninal level.

The sin referred to is of course se lf-in terest and s e lf -/
absorption. It  is obvious that the casual reader would 

have no idea of the meaning of the stanzas unless he 49

49lbid,, p. 73.

5Ckeynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 105.
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knew what the Spectre meant aa a symbol fo r Blake . Here 

the symbol of the Spectre has assumed an identity with

out direct statement. I f  Blake had not used symbolism, 

he would have directly likened the unimaginative state 

to a Spectre as in a Bimile; or he would have used a 

metaphor stating the identity between the two. In using 

symbolism Blake has the Spectre appear unexplained. And 

once we understand what symbolic meaning is attached to 

the word the image of the Spectre becomes strong and fu ll  

of meaning.

The Spectre also appears in the "Four Zoas." It 

is described: "The Spectre is in every man insane & moat 

Deform’d .1,51 Another picture is presented in a descrip

tion of the struggle of the Spectre of Thar mas with his 

(Tharmas’ s ) emanation, Union; Union is depicted aa femi

nine .

Thus they contended a l l  the day among the Caves of 
Tharmas,

Twisting in fearfu l forms & howling, howling, harsh 
shrieking,

Howling, harsh shrieking; mingling, their bodies 
join in burning anguish.

Mingling his brightness with her tender limbs, then 
high she soar'd

Above the ocean; a bright wonder, Nature,
Half Woman & half Spectre; a l l  his lovely changing 

colours mix
With her fa i r  crystal clearness; in her lips & 

cheeks his poisons rose
In blushes like the morning, and his scaly armour 

softening,

51 I b i d . , p. 281
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A monster lonely in the heavens or wandering on 
the earth,

with spectre voice incessant wailing, in incessant 
th irs t ,

Beauty a l l  blushing with desire, mocking her f e l l
despair.52

The "spectre voice" is here used in the adjectival sense 

of describing the physical quality of the pursuit; it is 

not used (though it is spelled with lower case cj to in

dicate another meaning of the word. The image of the 

monster-like Spectre contrasts sharply with the tender, 

feminine image of Enion. Bnion, associated with soft 

love, is plagued by the unimaginative Spectre that re lies  

on reason. A complete explication of the above quoted 

passage would necessitate a treatment of a l l  of the 

"Pour Zoas," but we can see how the Spectre developed 

into a more complete and more powerful symbol than was 

found in "My Spectre around me . . ."

In "Jerusalem" the Spectre makes another appear

ance: "So spoke the Spectre . . .  he is the Great Se lf

hood./ Satan, Worship’d God by the Mighty Ones of the 

Earth ."52 53 The Spectre is e v il fo r Blake and the destruc

tion of the Selfhood is man’ s greatest imaginative ex

perience and is the only way that man can achieve

52Ib id . , p. 285.

53I b i d . ,  p. 612
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salvation.54 The “Mighty Ones'* are those viho are drugged 

hy self-absorption and f a i l  to see that only by destroy

ing the Spectre can they be saved. The Spectre has ex

panded in meaning so that it comes to stand for the source 

of a l l  e v il. Thus, we see that it is impossible to give 

a set definition of one of Blake’s symbols to cover a l l  

its uses. On the contrary, Blake’s symbols, like the 

Spectre, had flu id  meanings that changed somewhat as 

Blake grew older. But Blake did not went his symbols de

fined for that would be using the "Corporeal Understand

ing." The reader is not to reason over the symbols of 

Blake but is to “fee l" them in the general meaning of 

the poems in which they are used.55

Blake’s early poetry is generally free of sym

bolism though some embryonic symbols are to be found

there. His later works contain the completed symbols.
*

Nor is it  extraordinary that these works fin a lly  became 

quite complex. As we have seen, Blake rejected orthodox 

religion which had carefully explained the relation be

tween God and man. Blake developed his own unoi'thodox 

ideas; and since he was a poet and not a philosopher, he 

generally expressed them through the medium of poetry * 5

54Schorer, Politics of Y ision, p. 120.

5%)amon, Blake , p. 68.
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and the technique of symbolism. He actually rejected no 

ideas but found some means to incorporate them in his 

system or rather mythology.56 57 58 Schorer’ s words indicate 

what a tremendous task Blake set fo r himself.

His attempt to achieve a poetic content that 
would, through an original mythology, synthesize 
the contraries of a visionary temperament and a 
social intelligence, and would not only relate 
but equate his two fundamental impulsea--the 
evangelical and the humanitarian — is the root of 
his problem as a poet. He sought to dramatize 
the singleness of salvation— spiritual and social, 
inner and outer . ,

Schorer might have added that Blake’s symbolism added to 

"his problem as a poet,” But we can see that Blake was 

both ambitious and original in the scope of his approach. 

Mona Wilson thus stated what Blake was trying to doi

It is essential to realize that Blake is 
making an attempt, impossible or absurd though 
it may be deemed, to describe experience, uni
versal and individual, in its process and par
ticu larly , its  psychological advances and retro 
gressions, without what he held to be the de
lusive and meretriculous aid of logical dialec
tic , categories, and formulae,0®

But since Blake was a poet such devices as categories

o6l'hus, in Blake’s mythology we find traces of 
many of the characteristics of his century: rationa lis
tic philosophy, a mechanical-materialistic science, sen
sationalism iu psychology, deism, and neo-classical a r t . 
Schorer, Politics of V ision, p. 48.

57Ib id ., p. 3.

58 ilson, Life of Blake, p. 122,
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and formulae had no meaning for him, as he said, "X w ill 

not Reason & Compare: My business is to Create*** The 

"Corporeal Understanding'* would employ logic and cate

gories, but Blake's poetry was to appeal to the "In te l

lectual powers" that see a poem as having existence and 

meaning in itse lf which the reader cannot grasp by rea

son. The symbols of Blake must be " fe lt "  and not ex

amined fo r their source or specific meaning.

Thus we find Blake making up new names in his

poetry. His V&la and Urizen, according to one of hia

interpreters, are really  Venus and Zeus, but the use of

the old names brings "memories and associations rather

than a concentrated response."59 Some great writers

like Shakespeare and Homer present the reader with a

smooth reading surface and it is possible to overlook

their depth* But a writer like Blake makes it impos-
*

sible to overlook the fact that his work presents a 

deeper meaning. Blake w il l  not allow the reader to 

bring preconceived ideas and notions to his work; he 

makes the reader work and discover Blake's meaning.

The use of new words accomplishes th is .

Blake used symbolism, not to conceal the true 

meaning of his poetry, but because it is in the great

Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 119.59
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tradition of allegory and because of his visionary type 

of imagination. Blake saw not with the eye but «Thro* 

the eye" and thus material things became fo r  him the 

symbols of a sp iritu a l rea lity . Since his vision was 

so strong and imaginative, his use of symbols was o r ig i

nal and unorthodox. Blake was in the Romantic tradition  

that encouraged the poet to find his symbols by his own 

method and did not re str ic t  the imagination to certain  

traditional patterns.

Nor must we forget that Blake was also a painter. 

What we saw of "The Blossom" and its  accompanying i l lu s 

tration shows how closely Blake used the two arts of 

painting and literature to complement each other. The 

meaning of the poem is not clear unless we study the sym

bolism of the illu stration . This is true in the main of 

a l l  the poems in "Songs of Innocence and Experience." 

Blake meant the poet® to be read in conjunction with 

their colored illu strations. Thus, various anthologies 

that present only the poems themselves cannot be fa i r  to 

Blake or to his reader. An ideal presentation of the 

works of Blake would include his paintings in their o rig 

inal color, and until the reader sees Blake’ s works as 

such he cannot understand their fu l l  meaning and force.

60 I b i d . ,  p .  423
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The symbols of Blake were not static in meaning, 

fo r he naturally disliked the use of fixed symbols. His 

works were not to be translated by the use of a master 

key. The reader of Blake does not have an easy task be

fore him, but i f  he brings an energy of response to 

Blake the task is not impossible.



CHAPTER I I I

CONCLUSION

It has been the purpose of this study to point 

out those c rit ica l approaches to the religion and sym

bolism of Blake that would be most helpful in understand

ing Blake's poetry. Thus, in this study the earlier  

critics have largely been ignored. This is not to say 

that Blake's early critics were entirely wrong in their 

approaches, nor that their contributions to elucidating 

the problems about Blake were negligib le . Alexander 

G ilch rist 's  biography5- of Blake remains as the f i r s t  re

liab le  biography of his l i fe  and is s t i l l  widely used.

Edwin J. E ll is  edited Blake's poetry and prose 

in 1906 in two volumes that cannot be called accurate. 

For instance, E ll is  thus presents the third stanza of 

the "Tiger":

And what shoulder and what art 
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And, when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand and what dread feet?*5

Compare his version with the following one from Keynes’s

accurate edition: * 2

^Alexander G ilchrist, L ife  of William Blake 
(2 vola.; London: Macmillan and Co., 1880).

2E l l i s , Works of Blaise , p. 85.
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And what shoulder, & what art,
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? & what dread feet?3 *

Blake used the ampersand &, and thus it should be repro

duced in any text. When the fu lly  written "and” is used

in the middle of a line by Blake, it  seems to indicate a
4pause either fo r emphasis or rhythm. Thus, not using 

the ampersand & would change Blake*s rhythm, Blake also 

used punctuation marks in the movement and music of his 

verse. We can see that E ll is  omitted a comma in the 

f ir s t  line, added one to the th ird, and omitted a comma 

in the last line. This is taking too great a liberty  

with Blake*s poetry, and consequently the poem is not 

presented as Blake wrote it or intended it to be read. 

But E llis  is perhaps to be condemned mainly because of 

his biography, The Real Blake. He presents a fa lse  view 

and in the end E llis  leaves us with " . . .  his own sym

bolic system, his own original version of the text, and 

his own fictitious l i fe  of B lake,’’5 In general, it  can 

be said that his work is a l l  that a biography should not
fL

be. In his work we are presented the "Real E ll is "

^Keynes, Poetry and Prose, p. 73.
icksteed, Innocence ana Expe rience, p. 67.

5Ib ld . , p. 51.
^"Review of The Real Blake by E . J. E l l i s , "  

Nation. LXXXIV (October, 1907}', 401.
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rather than the "Real Blake."

Hot a l l  early c r it ic a l works on Blake present 

such a distorted view. Some are merely shortsighted or 

incomplete. William Michael Rossetti presented an edi

tion of Blake’ s poetry and le ft  out the Prophetic Books. 

Rossetti thus commented on their exclusion:

The Prophetic Books, at which we have now 
given a hasty and half -shudder ing glance, are 
excluded from the present edition of Blake’s 
poems; exception Being made in favour of 
"T erfe l," and of "The Book of The l.«7

Since the Prophetic Books are Blake’ s serious works of 

hie mature creative years, it  is not for a sincere critic  

to dispose of them with a "hasty" glance. Kor is it pos

sib le to understand Blake without knowing these works.

It would not be unjust to c a ll Rossetti a hasty c r it ic .  

Certainly he could not be praised fo r his evident lack

of thoroughness. Ho doubt, as an early critic  of Blake,
*

he faced new problems and d ifficu lt ie s  of interpretation, 

but he might at least have studied a l l  of Blake’ s works 

somewhat before he attempted his c r it ic a l remarks.

William Butler Yeats was another early critic  of 

Blake. Being a poet himself, he fe lt  quite close to 

Blake, and certainly one can detect the poet in his

7W. M. Rossetti, Poetical Works of William Blake 
{London: G, Bell and Sons, 1914), p. cxxix.
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comments. Yeats thus commented on the nature of Blake

as an art ist and pro phet:

He is one of those great a rtifice rs  of God who 
uttered mysterious truths to a l it t le  clan. The 
others a yoke to theologians and magicians, and 
he a peaks to poets and artists . The others drew 
their symbols from theology and alchemy, and he 
from the flowers of spring and the leaves of 
summer; hut the message is the same, and the 
truth uttered is the truth God spoke to the red 
clay at the beginning of the world.®

Yeats shows a limited knowledge of Blake’ s symbolism

since Blake began by using many conventional symbols

from several sources, theology and alchemy not exempt.

One might also question if  Yeats knew what message Blake

was giving the world. Certainly it was not the same

"truth that God spoke" i f  Yeats was speaking of the

Christian God of the Western world. Nevertheless, it

is clear that Yeats is reacting to Blake primarily as

a poet rather than as an objective c r it ic .

Algernon Swinburne was an early Blake critic  and 

no doubt his attention helped to give Blake the recogni

tion he deserved. But Swinburne was drawn to him because 

he thought Blake’s concept of the holiness of art was 

the h istorical counterpart of his own aesthetic ism.* 9 

But Blake was not preaching an aestheticism; for him,

% . 3, Yeats, Poems of William Blake (New York: 
Boni, n .d .),  p. xxvii.

93chorer, Politics of Vision, p. 457.
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holiness of art stemmed from holiness of l i fe .  Blake 

did not wish imagination to he separated from li fe ;  it 

is the best way of l i f e .  The imagination must not stand 

o ff from li fe  and capture certain beautiful moments, and 

art must express the essence of life  in its to ta lity .

The Clarendon Press edition of Blake *3 works by 

Dr, Sampson in 1905 must stand as a landmark in the h is

tory of criticism on Blake. He was the f i r s t  to present 

an authoritative text of a l l  "The Songs of Innocence and 

Experience, nl® and it was Sampson who f ir s t  k illed  the 

nineteenth-century habit of rewriting Blake from his 

manuscript.11 In his edition of 1913, Sampson presented

the minor prophecies in a complete and authoritative text
12as he had Blake*a lyrics in 1905.

In 1925, Geoffrey Keynes presented a complete and 

scholarly edition of Blake*s works in three volumes in 

The Vritim-.s of William Blake. The distinctive feature 

of this edition of Keynes is that the formerly badly cor

rupted text of the longer "Prophetical «ritings" was re- 

produced carefully and accurately. However, hia method

10w ilson, Life of Blake, p, 156.

^Wicksteed, Innocence and Experience, p. 40.

12..hite, Mysticism of Blake, p. 21.

13Ibid.
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of repeating every version of every poem sometimes makes 

the poems that Blake was the least satisfied with appear 

the most often. Keynes did specify (as Sampson did) 

whether the poems were engraved, printed, or in manu

script form; but the chronological order that ia used 

gives the average reader the impression that a l l  the 

poems had more or less the same authenticity for Blake, 

which is hardly the case. Printing them in the same 

type and form helps to further this fa lse  impression, 

ihe one-volume "Nonesuch" edition of 1932 escapes from 

this d ifficu lty  somewhat as the "Songs of Innocence" 

are not repeated among the manuscript poems.^ But the 

edition of Blake by Keynes remains, especially the three- 

volume one, as the standard authoritative text of Blake’s 

work. This text made possible the c r it ic a l work and in

terest that centered on the great prophetical works of 

Blake, and of course, no view of Blake could be complete 

without such study of his later works,

No doubt, the f ir s t  work to achieve great success 

in explaining Blake’ s thought and system ia S. Poster 

Damon’ s William Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols, which 

was published in 1924. Be was the f ir s t  to give a bal

anced and over-a ll picture of Blake. Damon dealt

■^.'ickateed, Innocence and Experience, p. 43.
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primarily with Blake's prophetic works such as "The Pour

Zoaa" and "Jerusalem." Damon achieved great success in

fix ing  the meaning of Blake's individual symbols and the

general meaning of the works themselves. Damon began by

doubting the sanity of Blake and the worth of his later

works, but as he studied Blake, he changed his position

and was convinced of Blake's greatness. He commented:

Blake's thought was of the clearest and deepest; 
his poetry of the subtlest and strongest; his 
painting of the highest and most luminous, He 
tried to solve problems which concern us a l l ,  
and his answers to them are such as to place him 
among the greatest thinkers of several centu
ries . 1-5

Damon's work helped greatly to dispel the notion that 

Blake was mad and that his work was just eccentric.

Damon posited the solution that Bloke is to be under

stood when his mysticism is understood. Damon wrote, 

"The key to everything Blake ever wrote or painted lies  

in his mysticism."1-6 As vie have seen, Damon was firmly 

convinced that Blake was a mystia, but he also stressed 

Blake’s importance as a thinker. Too, Damon thought 

that the mystical work of Blake spoke directly to the 

modern world in its attack against e v il.  After Damon, 

critics came more and more to attach importance to

^Damon, Blake, p. ix.

16I b i d . ,  p. 1,
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Blake1 a my*ticism. Before this time his mysticism was 

considered a stumbling block that defied comprehension, 

but now it was thought by many to be the key to the prob

lem of Blake.

Harold Bruce, in 1925, wrote a sketch of Blake’s 

l ife  called William Blake in the .o rId . In the main, 

this work is a rehash of old material, but it is quite 

readable. To a limited extent he applied modern psy

chology to Blake’s le t te rs .17 Bruce’ s work remains as 

a convenient reference, but it presents or solves no new 

problem concerning Blake. Yet Bruce was the f ir s t  to 

emphasize the "this-worid” aide of Blake’ s poetry.18

Helen C. White, in 1926, wrote The Liya tic iam of 

Blake. It  was her purpose to demonstrate that Blake was 

not in the tradition of mysticism. Mark Schorer thought 

that she was the only critic  to demonstrate this fact; 

other critics had merely indicated that Blake was not a 

mystic. However, Schorer fe lt  that no critic  had pur

sued the implications in Blake’ s work, i f  the work is not 

mystical.19 Ho doubt, Schorer was sure that he had done 

so. But Miss Whit© did effectively separate Blake from

1?White, lifofct icism of Blake , p. 21.

18Schorer, Po litics of Vision, p. 475.

1 9 I b i d . , p. 47.
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the company of the traditional mystics. Too, she showed 

that critics often meant different things when they 

called Blake a mystic; and she proved how necessary it  

is fo r a critic  to define a vague term carefully, if  he 

is to he understood clearly hy the reader. Her work 

helped greatly to resolve some of the confusion that 

necessarily arose from using "mystic" in different mean

ings as applied to Blake.

In 1932 appeared Mona Wilson’ s readable The Life

of William Blake. She took it for granted that Blake was

a myotic and compared his purpose of reform to such tra-
P ftditional mystics as Teresa and Catherine of Siena, In 

the large, her biography is an appreciative eulogy rather 

than a c r it ic a l study. Miss Wilson does present the im

portant parts of Blake’ s l i f e  and gives pertinent quota

tions from Gilchrist and the letters of Blake that pre

sent a more complete picture of Blake's l i f e .  She saw 

Blake mainly as a solitary figure, cut o ff from his age 

by his iqysticiam. She ends her work with this commexit 

about Blake:

A lovely guardian of the Divine Vision while he 
lived; the young men of the newer ages have le ft  
Blake lonely s t i l l .  His are not the excellences 
of a schoolmaster; his genius of its very nature

^%ilson, L ife  of Blake, p. 301.
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stands aloof and solitary.

Miss Wilson thought he v-jas writing fo r a future age and 

that even the future age did not understand him. But 

Miss Wilson's biography is helpful as a guide to the im

portant incidents in Blake’s l i fe  rather than for any 

understanding of Blake’s thought and system.

Some mention should be made of J. Middleton 

Murray’s William Blake, published in 1933. Murray was 

then in his Christo-Marxian period and attempted a pure 

study of Blake himself. The result is that the reader

sees more of Murray than of Blake, and Blake becomes "a
22Christian Socialist practicing resignation," Murray 

concerns himself mainly with Blake's social intuitions*^ 

and presents a view of Blake colored too much by Murray’s 

own be lie fs.

A quite good book that serves to introduce the 

casual reader to Blake is Max Plowman's An Introduction 

to the Ctudy of Blake (1927). It is a general study in 

which the author is so enthusiastic about Blake that the 

reader cannot f a i l  to come away with some of tnat enthu

siasm. Plowman is clear in his expression and manner of 21 22

21 Ib id ., p. 303.
22Stypher, "Review of Politics of Vision," p. 382.
P3

Schorer, Po litics of V ision, p. 475.

21
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writing, and his hook serves as an excellent beginning 

for those who would learn to know Blake. In the same 

year as his An Introduction to the Study of Blake, Plow

man published his edition of The Marriage of Heaven and 

H ell. It is reproduced in facsim ile, being colored as 

Blake painted it .  'The value of such an edition is per

haps obvious, as we saw previously, Blake, as a painter 

and poet, illustrated some of his works and intended 

them to be presented aa such. Hot only do the illu s tra 

tions add immeasurably to understanding Blake’s words, 

but they are beautiful in their color and force. Plow- 

, man also gives a clear explanation of the meaning of 

The Marriage of Heaven and H e ll.

But no lis t  of the c ritics  of Blake would be com

plete without mention of Joseph Wicks teed. In 1928, he 

published his Blake’ s Innocence and Experience . A ll the 

illustrations of the poems were reproduced, with the ex

ception of four, in black and white. The great worth of 

Wicksteed’a discussion of the poems was in the fact that 

he studied the illustrations in conjunction with the po

ems. This is the only way in which the fu ll  meaning of 

either can be explained. Wicksteed confines himself to 

the problems of "The Songs of Innocence and Experience," 

but he covers them quite completely. He explains the 

symbolism of the poems and the illustrations in a
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convincing and scholarly manner. Wicksteed accomplished 

his work so well evidently that no critic  has fe lt  it 

necessary to correct or further his research; that is , 

no later critic  has based a particular study on the 

"Songs” as he did. Q,uite important in Blake’s criticism  

is v,ickstead’s Blake’s Vision of the Book of Job, pub

lished in 1910. In this work 'Wicksteed made the i l lu s 

trations that Blake drew fo r the Book of Job his particu

lar study. Though naturally concerned primarily with 

their designs and their explication, Wicksteed also gives 

a good explanation of Blake’s "Divinity of Man" concept.

Margaret Lowery made an intensive study of Blake’s 

"Poetical Sketches, 1783," in her Windows of the Morning, 

published in 1940. She also traced the influence of 

other writers on Blake, especially Milton and Spenser.

Such a work is valuable fo r a knowledge of that particu

lar problem concerning Blake, but should perhaps be 

studied along Tilth a more general work view of Blake.

Blake has proved a tempting subject for psycholo

gists, and in 1946, W. P. Witcutt gave to the public 

Blake: a Psychological Study. He believes that .

the instrument of the Jungian psychology can provide a
24-key for the understanding of Blake." witcutt attempts 24

24W. P. Witcutt, jlake: A Psychological Study 
(London; Hollis & Carter, 1946}", p. 7.
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to solve the problems of the mythology and symbolism of 

Blake sc ien tifica lly  by using psychology. He discusses

the nature of Blake*s symbolism and Blake’s inner world 

of the mind. itcutt states: "Many others, one could 

sa*̂  * *lave? descended into the unconscious as fa r  as Blake 

but they have not returned. ’•25 Witcutt did not mean 

that Blake was insane, but that everyone else who has 

gone so far in the unconscious has gone insane (he cites 

Nietzohe and Hölderlin as examples). This type of psy

chological study of an author is interesting but really  

necessitates a knowledge of psychology before it  can be
\

grasped. Witcutt concludes that Blake is an intuitive 

introvert and consequently the symbolist par excellence.26 

The general reader could hardly be expected even to take 

the trouble to learn the meaning of his terminology.

We llave raad«3 mention of Geoffrey Keynes in re

gard to his editing Blake in 1925. Previous to this,

Mr, Keynes compiled a monumental Bibliography 0f  Blake 

in 1921. The work was invaluable to students of Blake 

for reference and it helped to achieve order in a previ

ously rather chaotic region, Mr. Keynes is undoubtedly 

a leading scholar of Blake and students of Blake mu3t

I b i d . ,  p. 18.

26I b i d . . p. 123.
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remain forever grateful to his effort of splendidly 

editing Blake and compiling his bibliography. In 1949, 

there appeared Blake Studies by Keynes, in effect it 

is an appendix to the biographies of Blake by Gilchrist 

and Mona hi Ison, It is not an interpretative work, 

rather it elaborates certain episodes in Blake’ s life  

that were too detailed fo r a balanced biography, This 

study is also in the nature of a bibliography, serving 

to indicate some of the raaj or works that have been w rit

ten about Blake, especially since 1921, the time of 

Keynes’s f ir s t  bibliography.

Prom time to time have been published most of 

the drawings, engravings, and paintings by Blake. For 

example, Darrell Figgison published The Paint inns of 

-»-iiasfi Blake in 1925, and Laurence Binyon, The Bngrav3d 

Ije>; 1; ,710 of >»'i 11 jam Blake in 1926. A ll of Blaae’ s works 

as a painter have not appeared in print but gradually 

the lis t is becoming complete. Thus, there s t i l l  remains 

this excuse for critics to add more; books to the lite ra 

ture concerning Blake. Adrian Van Sinderen explains the 

worth of his Blake, The Mystic Genius (1949) in that here 

is presented fo r the f ir s t  time Blake’s illustrations to 

Milton’s L ’Allegro ‘ and " I I  Penseroso” in colored repro

duction. Van Sinderen gives a short sketch of Blake’s 

l i fe  and touches lightly on his philosophy and art.
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Van Sinde ron atates:

To begin with» Blake was a nystic. This thought 
must remain uppermost at a l l  times in studying
him, and to understand Blake requires serious 
study.2?

One might well ask whether Van Sinderen ever devoted any 

serious study to the problems concerning Blake. Indeed, 

Van .'Underen might have a special meaning in mind fo r  

mystic when he so applies the word to Blake, but a study 

of criticism of Blake shows clearly that at the best it 

is only confusing to ca ll Blake a mystic. Van Sinderen, 

however, does bring the beautiful colored illustrations  

of "L 'A llegro" and " I I  Penaeroso" to the public. One 

wishes that he was a l i t t le  more careful in his c r itica l 

comments. Van Sinderen states at the beginning of his 

work: "The present volume . . . may also serve to induct 

the tyro to the poetry, philosophy, and creative ab ility
QQ

of this mystic genius,""" It might be suggested that 

;lthe tyro" refer to such a work as Schorer's William

Blake: The Politics of Vision for a fine discussion of
/

the problems concerning the mysticism of Blake before 

reading Van Sinderen,

This study of the c r it ic a l approaches to Blake * 28

07
Van Sinderen, Blake, The filystic Genius, p. 17.

28Ib id , , p. 14.
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has leaned heavily on the authority of two b rillian t,  

fa ir ly  recent studies of Blake. The firs t  of these in 

order of t i l »  is iiark Schorer’s Pilliam  Blake: Trie Po li

tics of Via ion, which was published in 1946. Scherer’s 

point of view is that he attempted to view Blake, "in de

ta il  as a man of the world, as a poet with a particular 

temperamental bias, coming out of a particular tradition, 

in a particular period exf h istory ."29 The f ir s t  part of 

the book is concerned with definitions and is an excel

lent reference fo r anyone reading Blake. It is quite 

important to know exactly what Blake meant by terms he 

used in order to understand him and his poetry. In this 

section Jchorer proves conclusively that Blake is not a 

traditional mystic. His weighty arguments would convince

anyone with a logical mind that critics have largely erred
*

in ca lling Blake a cystic and placing him in the tradition  

of true mysticism. Part two of Schorer’ s work "examines 

Blake’s poetry as the expression and correction of French 

Revolutionary ideas."* 50 Thus, Gchorer came to call Blake’s 

system, "The Politics of Vision"-~a certain combination of 

imaginative vision a llied  with a po litica l and social out

look.

29Gchorer, Politics of Vision, p. x i.

50Ibid.
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The third part of the book considers Blake’s 
development as a poet, and relates his poetic 
evolution and hia consequent attitudes toward 
art and poetry to hia personal dilemma and, 
more than that, to the particular ideas it led 
him to.*51

The book is concerned more with intellectual and h istori

cal considerations than with Blake’ s poetry as such. 

Schorer believed that "the primary problem in Blake 

criticism, because Blake is an obscure poet, has always 

been with what he believed and what he meant to say, and 

it remains so . . . "32 Certainly most of Blake’s critics  

have been concerned with solving that problem. Schorer 

attempted to reproduce Blake’ s mind, not by studying his 

works, alone, but by h istorical cons iderat ions and by 

the authority of other writers. It is true that Schorer 

has produced one side of Blake’s mind, and his heavy 

stress on Blake’s social and revolutionary thoughts has 

perhaps resulted in giving an incomplete picture of 

Blake. Northrop Frye seemed to think that Schorer fa iled  

to come to grips with "the whole Blake" and that Schorer 

ends "with a sigh and a shake of the head," implying that 

something was wrong in Blake’s thought because of a curi- 

our mental perversity.03 Schorer comments on this quality * 32 33

ol Ib id ., p. x i i .

32 Ib id .

33Frye, "Blake on T ria l Again," pp. 225-26.
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of Blake:

Certainly his mind was not deranged; yet f i 
nally his sensib ilities were* They were de-" 
ranged In a curious way by his own unchal
lenged response to the leading ideas of his 
t ime.M

Perhaps Schorer’ s charge that Blake’s sensib ilities were 

deranged is just as strong as the old charges of insanity 

that used to be hurled at Blake . In describing Blake’ s 

mythology as a refuge from unbelief, Schorer comments on 

how fa r  Blake’ s system fin a lly  affected him: “The figures 

of the myth attained the power of incantation for Blake, 

a hypnotic power, a power almost of r itu a l, over him.1,35 

At least we know, from what we have seen of Blake’ s sym

bolism, that his mythology fin a lly  became very complex.

T . 3, E liot believed that Blake needed a "framework of 

accepted and traditional ideas which would have prevented 

him from indulging in a'philosophy of his own , . , " 34 35 36 

But it is just as possible that Blake might not have be

come a poet at a l l  i f  he had received an education that 

would have taught him accepted and traditional ideas. 

Whatever the shortcomings of Schorer’ s work are, it  re

mains that the work is an excellent treatment of Blake’s

34Schorer, Politics of Vision, p. 49.

35Ib id ., p. 49.

 ̂ E l i o t , i!William Blake," Selected Essays 
(New York: Harcourt > Brace & Co., 1932), "p. 279.
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po litica l and social thought. Mark Sehorer mentions The 

Mgn Without a Mark hy Jacob Bronowski (published in 1945) 

aa being a very good book on Blake. Bchorer points out 

that Bronowski’s point of view was very like hia and that 

they dealt with much the same material.'57

The other ma^or work that has greatly influenced 

this study of the c r it ic a l approaches to Blake is , of 

course, Northrop Frye’ s b rillian t Fearful Symmetry (pub

lished in 1947), Geoffrey Keynes, in discussing the 

large number of books that have been written about Blake, 

3tated that their value was usually determined by the 

amount of study that the individual author had spent; 

Keynes then stated that "the climax [.of these studies] 

has been seen recently in the magnificent interpretative 

study of Blake written by Northrop Frye in Canada and 

published by Princeton University." These are indeed 

high words of praise, especially since they come from 

such an eminent scholar as Keynes. What Frye stressed 

and attempted to demonstrate in his work was that Blake 

"is not a special kind of poet; he is merely a poet who, 

as he says, makes a commonplace understanding of him im- 

possible."00 In order to understand him the reader must 37

37Schorer, Politics of Vision, p, xiv.

5% rye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 11.
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learn his poetic language. Frye ’a hook is an excellent 

guide to learning that language. We have seen some of 

Frye’ s comments on Blake’s mysticism in Chapter I, "The 

Religion oí 3lake." He does not devote as much space 

as Ciioier does to the subject, but he cogently points 

out the d ifficu lty  in calling Blake a mystic. What Frye 

tried to do vías establish Blake as a typical poet whose 

thinking vas typically poetic thinking. This approach 

is obviously radically different from that of so many 

others v;ho thought that everything Blake did could be 

explained by the fact that he was a mystic. Frye in

sisted that there was nothing uncanny about Blake , 39 and 

his interpretation of Blake strongly supports his case. 

The insight Frye shows into Blake’s work and thought is 

almost inspired. It is not too much to say that, i f  a 

reader understands this work about Blake, he w il l  under

stand Blake. It w ill indeed be an intrepid c ritic  who 

attempts a work with the same approach and material as 

Frye’a .

There has also been a mass of critica l material 

on Blake in the various periodicals. A ll  the leading 

critics plus many would-be experts have added their con

tributions. In this general resume of the history of

39ib id ., p. 426.
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the major c r it ic a l works on Blake we .ave naturally 

avoided mention of these artic les because to lis t  but 

a percentage would necessitate a space much larger than 

covered by this whole paper, in addition, I have not 

dealt with every book on Blake, This ia not to a ay that 

those which have been neglected have no value, but what 

they have to o ffer ia merely a repetition of other works 

or is presented better elsewhere* For instance, Alfred  

Kasin edited Blake' »  works in T h e ^ rta b le  Blake in 1926. 

His edition closely follows that of Keynea and really  

adds no new value to the over-a ll subject. On that basis 

his work and others have been le ft  out. Unfortunately, 

it  is also quite true that some worthwhile study of Blake

my have been neglected. It is my sincere hope that this 

©ay not be true.

My purpose has been to point out those c r it ic a l  

approaches to W lU U a  Blake that have proved to be mmt 

reasonable and log ica l, both h istorically  and in trin si

ca lly . It  is hardly f a i r  to completely condemn the work 

of those earliest Blake critics who misunderstood or mis

represented Blake. Their groundwork on the subject has 

proved invaluable to later c r it ic s , and no doubt later 

critics must state that their success could not have been 

achieved without the enthusiastic study of those early  

writers. Rather, it  is those modern critics who s t i l l

t
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persist in repeating the old errors about Blake who can 

not be excused, for they possess a wealth of reference 

works of excellent quality to which they can refer.

That they persist in repeating old mis takes can only a t

test to their laziness or perhaps lack of perspective.

Blake offered his readers the "end of a golden 

string." I'he critics have tried to show the reader how 

to wind up that string and thus see what Blake meant 

them to see. Perhaps the most that this study can offer 

ia to point out to the reader which of these critics have 

succeeded most completely. Certainly no critic  can wind 

up the string for the reader; only he can do that for 

himself.
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